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1936 Hudson Terraplane Brakes
Hydraulically Controlled Duo-Servo
Single Anchor Type
The hydraulic system consists of a compensating type
master cylinder attached to the frame left side member under
the hood and operated by a rod from the brake pedal, four
double piston wheel cylinders mounted on the brake backing
plates and the connecting tubing.
When the brake pedal is depressed, fluid is pushed out of
the master cylinder into the wheel cylinders, separating the
pistons and applying the brakes. When the foot is removed
from the pedal the brake shoe springs return the wheel
cylinder pistons to their normal position, forcing the fluid
back through the lines into' the master cylinder.
The rear wheel brakes are also connected for mechanical
operation through cable and conduit connections to the hand
brake and the foot pedal. The mechanical linkage from the
foot pedal is such that it follows the hydraulic actuation and
becomes effective only if the hydraulic system fails. The
hand brake is located under the instrument panel to the left
of the steering column and is of the direct action type, with
the exception of Terraplane DeLuxe Models without Electric
Hand which have the conventional hand lever to the right of
the transmission shifting lever.
The movement from both the hand brake and the foot
pedal is transmitted to a rotary equalizer mounted under the
center of the frame "X" member, to which the rear brake
operating cables are also attached. An adjustable pedal push
rod (10), Figure 1, provides an adjustment for determining
the amount that the mechanical application of the rear brakes
will lag behind the hydraulic application. Normally only
hydraulic application is made when the foot pedal is depressed.
THE MASTER CYLINDER
Description
The master cylinder, Figure 2, consists of a supply tank
cast integral over the master cylinder proper, in which compensating features are incorporated.
This unit performs two supplementary functions. Its first
function is to maintain a constant volume of fluid in the
system at all times, regardless of expansion (heat) or contraction (cold). The second function is its action as a pump
during the bleeding operation.
The return to released position of piston (2), Figure 2, and
cup (4) is much faster than the return of the fluid through
outlet (10) into the master cylinder. A momentary vacuum is
created in the cylinder barrel and additional fluid is drawn
into the system from the reservoir through the drilled holes
in piston (2) and past the lip of cup (4). The pressure exerted
on the fluid by the brake shoe retracting springs is sufficient
to lift valve (16)
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off its seat to permit the fluid from the lines to return into the
master cylinder. Any excess is returned by port (3) into the
reservoir; thus we have a cylinder full of fluid for the next
brake application.
It is imperative that rod (1), Figure 2, which is attached to
brake pedal operating rod, be adjusted for clearance where it
seats in piston (2), so that there is 1/4" free movement of
brake pedal pad before the pressure stroke starts.
This will permit cup (4), Figure 2, to be clear of port (3)
when piston (2) is in its released position; otherwise the
compensating action of the master cylinder will be destroyed
and the brakes will drag.
Secondary cup (5) prevents fluid from leaking out of
master cylinder into boot (7). Supply tank filler cap (11) is
conveniently located, accessible under the left side of engine
hood for checking fluid level. Supply tank should be kept at
least half full of fluid. CAUTION: Before removing supply
tank filler cap (11), Figure 2, extreme care must be used to
prevent dirt from entering the master cylinder.
The use of other than Genuine Hudson Hydraulic fluid or
the introduction of oil with a mineral base into the system
will cause the rubber parts to swell and become inoperative.
Grit and abrasive substances permitted to enter into the fluid
reservoir will cause the cylinder barrel to become scratched
and pitted. When either of these conditions occurs it becomes necessary to remove master cylinder for inspection.
Disassembly
After removing the master cylinder from the car, the unit
is disassembled as follows:
Remove large boot strap (12), Figure 2, that fastens boot
to cylinder casting. This permits removal of boot, link and
small boot strap. With a sharp-pointed screwdriver remove
retainer spring (13) from its groove. This permits the removal of internal parts. Rubber parts and cylinder bore are
then checked.
If inspection shows cylinder walls scratched or pitted it
becomes necessary to have the cylinder walls boned to
renew the highly polished surface necessary for efficient
operation. All Wagner Branches have the equipment necessary to recondition cylinders.
After cylinder has been boned and new cups procured, it is
recommended that reassembly be made in the following
manner:
Wash castings and parts in clean alcohol, dip casting and
parts in Genuine Hudson Hydraulic fluid for lubrication
purposes. Install valve (16) and return spring (9) as shown in
Figure 2. Assemble primary cup (4), piston assembly (2) and
piston ring (8). Snap retainer spring in groove. Assemble
boot and link in place and replace large boot strap. Unit is
now ready for installation on car.
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Disassembly
To disassemble wheel cylinder (Figure 3), remove rubber
boots (2). Pistons (3), cups (4), and spring (5) may then be
removed for inspection. Cylinder walls may also be checked
at this time for scratched or pitted surface.

WHEEL CYLINDER
Description
The wheel cylinder is the unit which changes the applied hydraulic pressure into mechanical force. The wheel
cylinder, Figure 3, is composed of casting (1), boots (2),
opposed pistons (3), opposed cups (4), and cup return spring
(5). At the uppermost position and between the piston cups
is a bleeder connection used to expel air from the system.

Before reassembling cylinder all parts must be washed
in clean alcohol. Dip all parts in Genuine Hudson Hydraulic

Wheel Cylinder Inspection
To remove wheel cylinder for inspection, honing or
repairs:
Disconnect tube from hose at frame bracket. Remove
hose lock nut (11), Figure 1, at frame bracket. Remove the
two cylinder fastening screws (G), Figure 4, on rear of
shield. Place piston clamp on wheel cylinder as shown in
Figure 5. Remove brake shoe retracting springs (3-5-15),
Figure 6, which permits shoes to move outward. Remove
connecting links (12) between cylinder pistons and brake
shoes. Cylinder and hose may be withdrawn as a unit.
Disconnect tube from cylinder fitting. Remove the two
cylinder fastening screws (G), Figure 4, on rear of shield.
Place piston clamp on wheel cylinder as shown in Figure 5.
Remove brake shoe retracting springs and connecting links.
Cylinder may then be withdrawn.
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Hudson Hydraulic fluid and reassemble as shown in Figure
3.
BLEEDING THE LINE
Description
Whenever a main pipe line is removed from the master
cylinder or the supply tank becomes empty, then the brake
system must be bled at all four wheels. Whenever a line is
disconnected from any individual wheel, then that wheel
cylinder ONLY must be bled. The bleeding operation should
be performed at only one wheel cylinder at a time and repeated at the other wheel cylinders, if necessary.

1. Anchor Pin
2. Parking Brake Link
3. Secondary Shoe Retracting Spring
4. Parking Brake Lever Pivot
5. Eccentric Spring
6. Parking Brake Lever
7. Shoe Hold-down Spring
8. Secondary Shoe
9. Adjusting Screw Spring
Page 4

10. Adjusting Screw
11. Parking Brake Cable
12. Wheel Cylinder Link
13. Primary Shoe
14. Parking Brake Link
Spring
15.Primary Shoe Retracting
Spring
16. Wheel Cylinder

Fill the filling bottle (J-713), Figure 9, with Genuine
Hudson Hydraulic brake fluid, put nozzle in reservoir and
open filler bottle valve before commencing this operation.
This will keep tank half full of fluid during bleeding operation. If the filling bottle is not used, fill the reservoir with
Hudson Hydraulic fluid and keep at least half full during
bleeding operation.
Remove screw (D), Figure 4, from end of bleeder valve
and attach bleeder tube (J-628), Figure 7. Allow tube to hang
in clean container, such as a pint mason jar. With bleeder
wrench (J-627) (B, Figure 7), unscrew bleeder valve threequarters of a turn and depress foot pedal by hand, allowing
pedal to return to released position slowly. This gives a
pumping action which forces fluid through tubing and out at
wheel cylinders, carrying with it any air that may be present.
CAUTION: After brake pedal is depressed, it must be allowed
to return slowly; otherwise air may be drawn into system.
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Watch flow of fluid from hose (the end of which should be
kept below surface of fluid in pint jar) and when all air
bubbles cease to appear close bleeder connection.
Fluid withdrawn in "bleeding" operation should not be
used again. Fluid should be replenished in supply tank after
each cylinder is bled if filling bottle (J-713) is not used.
Should supply tank be drained during bleeding operation, air
will enter the system and “re-bleeding” will then be necessary
at all four wheels. When bleeding operation is completed,
supply tank must be refilled. Inspect for correct fluid level
each one thousand miles.
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Adjustment for Wear Only
(1) Jack up all wheels clear of the floor.
(2) Remove clevis pins which attach rear wheel cables to
equalizer bar.
(3) After uncovering adjusting holes (C), Figure 4, and
feeler gauge holes in brake drums, AT EACH WHEEL:
Loosen eccentric lock nut (A and insert .010” feeler gauge
between the lining of secondary (eccentric controlled) shoe
and brake drum. Turn the eccentric adjustment (B) in the
direction of forward wheel revolution until .010' feeler is
just snug at anchor and adjusting ends of secondary shoe.
Tighten eccentric lock nut.
The clearance at both ends of secondary shoe should not
vary more than .003”. Should the variation be greater than
this it will be necessary to relocate the anchor pin as outlined
in paragraphs 10 to 17. (In case of clearance variation it is
desirable that clearance at the anchor end be less than at the
adjusting end.) DO NOT ADJUST THE ANCHOR PIN
UNLESS THIS INSPECTION SHOWS IT NECESSARY.

Adjustment of Brake Pedal
Check to see that the pedal return spring holds the bottom
of lever (2), Figure 1, against the stop. If the pedal shank
touches the toe board in the fully released position or has
more than 3/8” clearance, loosen lock nut (5), Figure 1, on the
cylinder connecting link. Remove clevis pin (12) from bottom of bell crank (2). Turn connecting link to increase length
until clevis pin (12) just enters the rod with the pedal shank
1/4” from the toe board and the bell crank against its stop.
Reinsert clevis pin (12) in bottom of bell crank (2) and tighten
lock nut (5).
Adjustment of Pedal Push Rod
With equalizer bar against stop, loosen lock nut (8) and
turn adjusting nut (9) until rear face is 1-29/64 inches from
front end of push rod (10) as shown in Figure 1. Tighten lock
nut. This adjustment is important to obtain proper mechanical
follow-up to the hydraulic operation of the rear brakes.
Brake Shoe Adjustment
There are only two points of adjustment in the braking
system to compensate for brake lining wear. The Eccentric
Adjustment (B), Figure 4, centralizes the brake shoes in the
drum. The Adjusting Screw (10), Figure 6, takes up the
clearances between the lining surfaces and the brake drums.

Figure 9
J-713 Filler bottle-$3.95
J-627 Bleeder valve wrench-$0.35
J-628 Bleeder tube assembly-$0.35
HMO-145 Wheel cylinder clamps (set of four)-$1.00
Order tools from Hinckley-Myers Company, Jackson, Mich.

(4) Spread the brake shoes by means of the notched
adjusting screw (Figure 8) until the shoes are expanded
against the brake drum so drum can just be turned by hand.
(5) Pull hand brake lever until equalizer bar plate is 1/8”
from stop, Figure 1.
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(6) Pull rear brake cables tight and adjust ends so
clevis pins just enter holes in plate. The rear face of the
equalizer plate must be parallel to the face of the stop
after this adjustment is made.
(7) Release hand brake.
(8) Release adjusting screw at each wheel until the
brakes are just free of drag and replace feeler gauge hole
covers and wheels.
(9) Lower car and test for balance of hand brake on
brake testing machine or road. The adjusting screws can
be turned two or three notches to balance the mechanical
operation without affecting the balance of the hydraulic
operation. Always loosen adjusting screw on tight brakes
rather than tighten adjusting screw on loose brake to get
balance. This is to safeguard against one or more dragging brakes.
Complete Brake Adjustment
(Including lubrication of rear brake cables)
NOTE: This complete brake adjustment is to be
followed in cases where an inspection, as covered in
paragraph 3, shows that adjusting for lining wear only
will be inadequate, or where new shoes have been installed.
(10) When a complete brake adjustment is required
it is recommended that all brake drums be removed and
brakes cleaned and inspected as to lining condition. After
cleaning with a stiff brush and air hose, Bendix Lubriplate grease should be lightly applied to parking brake
cable ramp, shoe support ledges on backing plate, eccentric, shoe ends and all moving parts at frictional contact
points.
11) During inspection or disassembly of brakes, the
hydraulic portion of the system should be left intact so
that bleeding of the lines will not be required. This is
easily accomplished by putting HMO-145 wheel cylinder
clamps on the wheel cylinders, Figure 5, before disconnecting the brake shoe retracting springs. The brake pedal
must NOT be depressed at any time when brake drums
are not in place.
(12) Anchor pins are sliding, or radially adjustable.
After the car has been jacked up, and the drums and shoes
removed and reinstalled as recommended, continue as
follows:
(13) Disconnect rear brake cables at the equalizer bar.
(14) When lubricating cable and conduit assemblies,
be careful not to force excess lubricant into the brake
assembly. Unfasten conduit abutment brackets, clean
exposed portion of cable, slip conduit toward cross shaft,
exposing that portion of cable which is sheathed by
conduit. Clean this portion of cable and lubricate freely
with Bendix cable lubricant.
(15) Reassemble conduits, leaving equalizer bar
clevises disconnected. Conduit ends MUST BE FIRMLY
BOTTOMED IN ABUTMENT BRACKETS.
(16) At all four wheels, loosen the anchor pin nut one
turn and tap anchor pin slightly in necessary direction
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with a soft hammer, turning the eccentric in the direction
of forward wheel rotation to give the specified clearances
of .010" at the adjusting screw end and .010” at the
anchor end of the shoe against which the eccentric operates. TIGHTEN THE ANCHOR PIN NUT AS TIGHT
AS POSSIBLE WITH A 16-INCH WRENCH. Tighten
eccentric lock nut.
(17) Continue adjustment as outlined in paragraphs
4 to 9, inclusive.
Brake Maintenance Hints
1. Pedal Goes to Floor Board.
Cause:
a. Normal wear of lining.
b. Leak in system.
c. Air in system.
d. No fluid in supply tank.
Remedy:
a. When brake linings become worn it is necessary to
set the shoes into closer relation to brake drums. This
condition is usually accompanied by the remark from the
driver that it is necessary to PUMP the pedal several
times before a brake is obtained. Shoes should be set to
.010” clearance. Do not disturb anchor pins when making
this adjustment. Adjustment must be made while drums
are cool.
b. A connection leak in the system will allow the
pedal, under pressure, to go to the toe board gradually. A
cup leak does not necessarily result in loss of pedal travel,
but will be indicated by a loss of fluid in the supply tank.
If no leaks are found at wheels or connections, remove
master cylinder and check bore of barrel for score or
scratches.
c. Air In the system will cause a springy, rubbery
action of the pedal. Should a sufficient quantity be Introduced into the system, the pedal will go to toe board
under normal pressure. System should be bled.
d. The fluid level in the supply tank should be
checked. Should the tank become empty, air will be
introduced into the system, necessitating bleeding.
2. All Brakes Drag.
Cause:
a. Mineral oil in system.
b. Port hole (3), Figure 2, closed.
Remedy:
a. The introduction into the system of any oil of a
mineral base, such as engine oil, kerosene, or the like,
will cause the cups to swell and distort, making it necessary to replace all rubber parts. Flush system with alcohol
and refill with Genuine Hudson Hydraulic brake fluid.
b. Directly ahead of the master cylinder piston cup
(when in normal release position) is a relief port. It is
imperative that this port be open when the brakes are
released. Should this port (3), Figure 2, be blocked by
piston cup not returning to its proper release position, the
pressure in the system will gradually build up and the
brakes drag.
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3. One Wheel Drags.
Cause:
a. Weak brake shoe return spring.
b. Brake shoe set too close to drum.
c. Cups distorted.
d. Loose wheel bearings.
Remedy:
a. Replace spring.
b. Readjust shoes to proper clearance.
c. If in repairing wheel cylinders, kerosene, gasoline
and other fluids are used as a cleaner instead of alcohol,
the cups will swell and distort. The return action of the
shoes will be retarded and the brake drum will heat.
Replace cups and wash unit in alcohol and dip all parts in
Hudson Hydraulic brake fluid before reassembling.
d. Tighten bearings.
4. Car.Pulls to One Side.
Cause:
a. Oil-soaked lining.
b. Shoes improperly set.
c. Backing plate loose on axle.
d. Different makes of lining.
e. Tires not properly inflated.
f. Incorrect caster angle.
Remedy:
a. Replace with new Hudson lining of correct type.
Grease-soaked linings cannot be salvaged by washing or
cleaning.
b. The construction of the brake is such as to cause a
slight pull or drift if shoes are improperly set on the front
wheels. On the rear wheels there will be no drift noticed,
but one wheel will slide before the other. Readjust the
shoes to proper clearance.
c. Loose backing plate permits the brake assembly to
shift on the locating bolts. This shifting changes the
predetermined centers and causes unequal efficiency.
Tighten backing plates and readjust shoes.
d. Different makes of linings have different braking
efficiency. Two different makes, one with high efficiency
and one with low efficiency, would cause car to pull to
one side. Use Genuine Hudson brake lining.
e. All tires should be properly inflated.
f. Check front axle for caster. 5. Springy, Spongy
Pedal.
Cause:
a. Brake shoes not properly adjusted.
b. Air in system.
Remedy:
a. Adjust brakes.
b. Consult remedy "d" under No. 1.
6. Excessive Pressure on Pedal, Poor Stop.
Cause:
a. Brake shoes not properly adjusted.
b. Improper lining.
c. Oil in lining.
d. Lining making partial contact.
e. Improper adjustment of pedal rod (10), Figure 1.

Hudson Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.

Remedy
a. Adjust brakes.
b. Replace with new linings of same type, as improper
grades of brake linings lose their gripping qualities after
a few thousand miles. As the frictional quality decreases,
the pressure on the brake pedal is naturally increased to
get the equivalent stop.
c. Clean or replace lining.
d. Remove high spots.
e. Adjust nuts (8) and (9), Figure 1, as covered under
"Adjustment of Pedal Push Rod."
7. Light Pressure on Pedal, Severe Brakes.
Cause:
a. Brake shoes not properly adjusted.
b. Loose backing plate on axles.
c. Grease-soaked lining.
Remedy:
a. Adjust brakes.
b. Consult remedy "c" under No. 4.
c. Consult remedy "a" under No. 4.
CAUTION:
DON'T use a substitute for Hudson Hydraulic brake
fluid. Substitutes are not suitable for this system.
DON'T allow grease, paint, oil or brake fluid to come
in contact with brake lining.
DON'T clean rubber parts or inside of cylinders with
anything but clean alcohol. Don't use kerosene or gasoline.
DON'T reline one wheel with a different type of lining
than is used on the others, as you cannot expect satisfactory brake performance if this is done.
DON'T allow the supply tank to become less than half
full of brake fluid.
DON'T attempt to salvage used brake fluid.
Use Genuine Parts
All parts, brake fluid and brake linings are to be obtained from the Hudson Motor Car Company and all
complaints and problems reported to its Service Department through Hudson distributors.
Genuine parts will carry Wagner and Lockheed names
and no others should be used.
You may be solicited to purchase substitutes for the
above items, the use of which may result in unsatisfactory, unsafe brakes and the voidance of the Hudson warranty.
Brake Fluid
Hudson Hydraulic brake fluid is prepared by the Wagner Electric Corporation, manufacturers of Lockheed
Hydraulic brakes, with an exact knowledge of the requirements and the dangers of substitution.
It is therefore important to use only Genuine Hudson
Hydraulic fluid and thus avoid damage to brake system.
Hudson Hydraulic brake fluid Is put up in convenient
containers and should be secured through the Hudson
Parts Department.
Page 7
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Brake Service Tools
The tools required to properly service 1936 Hudson
and Terraplane brakes, are few and not expensive.
They are, however, essential from a standpoint of timesaving and in the hydraulic system of preventing contamination of the brake fluid.
J-713 Filler Bottle ---Price $3.95
The oil level should never be allowed to get below
the half full point in the master cylinder reservoir. If the
reservoir is filled too full, fluid will be lost, due to
expansion.
The filler bottle will fill the reservoir to the correct
level - no more. Just insert the neck of the bottle in the
reservoir opening and push the valve open. When air
bubbles cease to appear in the bottle the reservoir is
full. Saves time--saves fluid.
When bleeding lines, leave the filler bottle neck in
the reservoir. As fluid is bled out it will be replaced
from the bottle. This prevents the possibility of draining the reservoir which would require re-bleeding of all
lines.
J-628 Bleeder Tube Assembly-Price $0.35
This tube prevents brake fluid from getting on brake
parts during the bleeding operation. By putting the end
of the tube below the level of liquid in a glass container
the air bubbles rising to the surface as the brake pedal is
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depressed indicates that air is in the line and continued bleeding is necessary.
J-627 Bleeder Valve Wrench-Price $0.35
This is a socket wrench which slips over the bleeder hose
to engage the hexagon head of the bleeder valve.
HMO- 145 Wheel Cylinder Clamps
(Set of Four)-Price $1.00
When the brake shoe retracting springs are removed the
spring in the wheel cylinder will separate the pistons. This
will cause a vacuum which will cause air to be drawn in
around the piston cups and require bleeding of the lines. The
wheel cylinder clamps have sufficient tension to hold the pistons together and should always be put in place before the
shoe retracting springs are removed.
HM- 13985 Eccentric and Star Wheel
Wrench-Price $0.20
This tool will speed up the adjusting of the eccentric and
the shoe adjustment.
J-784 Anchor Pin Wrench-Price $1.40
This is a strong alloy steel box wrench with plenty of purchase to tighten the anchor pin nuts securely.
Place tool orders with the Hinckley-Myers Company,
Jackson, Michigan.
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Front Axle Alignment
Steering Gear and Spring Suspension
The front axle, the steering gear and the spring suspension are all important factors in obtaining proper handling
of an automobile. Because of their relation in this respect
they should all be treated together in service operations.
The servicing of these units will be divided into four
sections as follows:
Section 1. Disassembly, repair and reassembly of front
axle.
Section 2. Removal, disassembly, reassembly and installation of springs and stabilizer.

axle and place two stand jacks under the frame side rail just
back of the torque arm frame brackets, Figure 1. Lower
roller jack until car weight is held on stand jacks but leave
roller jack in place to support front axle.
2. Pry off front wheel outer and inner hub caps, pull
spindle nut cotter keys.
3. Remove spindle nuts, spindle washer, outer bearing
cage and front wheels and brake drum assemblies.
4. Remove nuts from four bolts holding brake backing
plate to spindles.

Section 3. Disassembly, repair, reassembly and adjustment of steering gear.
Section 4. Front wheel alignment and steering corrections.
Sections 1, 2 and 3 deal with the operations pertaining
to the units individually, while Section 4 deals with the
inter-related effects and final adjustment for correct steering and roadability.

5. Remove brake backing plates and hang on fender
supports with books made from heavy wire, Figure 1.
6. Remove cotter keys from inner ends of bolts (A)
which attach torque arms to frame brackets, remove nuts and
press out bolts using press J-885, Figure 2. NOTE: Due to
the rubber grommets clinging to the bolt a constant pressure
is required to remove and reinsert the bolt.
7. Remove nuts (B), Figure 1, grommet seats and grommets from bottom shock absorber mounting studs.
8. Remove cotter key from front end of drag link, unscrew plug, remove ball seat and remove drag link from
steering arm.

SECTION 1 - FRONT AXLE
Removal of Front Axle
1. Jack up front of car with a roller jack under the front
PRINTED IN U.S.A.
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expansion plug at bottom of spindle, then insert driver
J-479-2 (4-Figure 3) and drive pivot pin out.
NOTE: Remove spindle pin carefully so that the five ball
bearings are not lost.
15. Support the axle end solidly and drive upper bushing
out with a copper hammer.

9. Remove spring U bolt nuts (C) (4 each side and
remove spring seat caps (D).
10. Lower roller jack until axle is clear of spring and
remove axle assembly from under car.
REBUILDING FRONT AXLE
Replacement of Spindle Pins and Bushings
NOTE: It is not necessary to remove the axle from under
the car for this operation.
This can be done by proceeding as follows either
with the axle removed from the car or after operation 1 to
5 inclusive under removal of front axle. The special tools
required are shown in Figure 3.

11. Remove tie rod end stud nuts (G), Figure 1, and
disconnect tie rod from right and left steering arms.
12. Remove the cotter keys and nuts (E), Figure 1,
from the front ends of the steering arms and remove the
arms from the spindles.
13. Remove the Zerk oilers from the top of the pivot
pin upper bushing (H), Figure 1.
14. Insert driver J-479-1 (1-Figure 3) through hole in
upper bushing and drive spindle pin down, forcing out
Page 2

16. Insert driver J-469-2 (3-Figure 3) into lower bushing
and drive it out.
17. Install: new upper bushing, using driver J-469-2
(3-Figure 3), as shown in Figure 4. The top of the axle

center yoke must be well supported.
18. Install new lower bushing, using driver J-469-1 (2 Figure 3), as shown in Figure 5.
NOTE: The bushings are hardened and ground and require
no reaming after being put in place.
Lubricate inside of bushings and top of spindle pin with
viscous grease before inserting spindle pin.
19. Put the spindle in place with sufficient shims under
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from bottom about 3/4 of the way with the keyway in line
with the keyway in the steering arm hole in the spindle.
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overcome this drag to prevent car wander.
Installation of Front Axle
27. Put axle assembly on roller jack and roll into position under car.
28. Lubricate the upper and lower halves of the spring
seat, put upper halves in place on axle and raise axle into
position under springs.
29. Put spring U bolts and lower halves of spring seats
in place and install nuts (C), Figure 1, on U bolts.
NOTE: Before installing jam nuts on U bolts lift rear end
of torque arm. It should fall slowly under its own weight.
Readjust U bolt nuts if necessary. Tight spring seat bearing
will restrict spring action and cause hard driving, while
with loose bearings the proper axle alignment cannot be
held.
30. Insert two rubber grommets in eyes of each torque
arm and insert bracket bolts (A) through bracket and grommets, using J-885 bracket bolt press. Install nuts and insert
cotter keys.
31. Connect drag link to steering arm and connect shock
absorbers.
32. Install brake backing plates.
33. Lubricate the bearings of each wheel with 4 ounces of
bearing grease and install wheel and brake drum assemblies
and hub caps.
NOTE: The axle must now be checked for caster, toe-in and
steering geometry. This is covered in Section 4.

20. Drop 5 new ball bearings through the pressure fitting
hole in the top bushing and insert driver J-479-1 as shown
in Figure 6 to insure keeping the balls on their race and
drive the pin in until the keyways line up.
21. Assemble the steering arms to the spindle with keys
and nuts. Tighten nuts securely and insert cotter keys.
NOTE: Spindles must turn free without perceptible drag.
22. Install expansion plugs in bottom of spindles.
Removal and Installation of Torque Arms
23. Remove the torque arm pivot bolt nut (J), Figure 1,
and unscrew* pivot bolt (K). Remove torque arm.
*NOTE: The bolt (K) is threaded into the bottom fork of
the yoke on early production cars only.
24. Put torque arm yoke in place on axle and insert pivot
bolt (K) and screw* into lower yoke, drawing up tight.
25. Put nut (J) on bolt and tighten securely.
26. Reinstall tie rod.
NOTE: The tie rod ends should be free enough to permit
the stud to be turned by grasping it with the hand. Replace
worn or tight tie rod ends with new ones. After ' the tie rod
has been installed a pressure of from 3 to 5 pounds applied
to the ball of the left hand steering arm should turn the
spindles. If greater effort than this is required, steering will
be hard and an excess amount of caster may be required to

SECTION 2 - SPRINGS AND STABILIZER Removal of
Springs (front or rear)
The axle (front or rear) should be supported on a roller
jack, while the chassis frame side rails should be supported on
stand jacks.
34. . Remove spring U bolt nuts (C), Figure 1.
35. Disconnect lower end of shock absorbers (B), Figure
1.
36. Lower roller jack until axle is free of spring.
37. Unscrew frame bracket threaded bushing at front and
rear of spring and remove spring from under car.
Disassembly of Spring
38. Clamp spring in vise so that center bolt is just outside
of vise jaw.
39. Unscrew shackle threaded bushing.
40. Cut spring leaf clips and remove.
41. Remove center bolt nut and bolt.
42. Open vise and disassemble spring.
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Assembly of Spring
NOTE: The second leaf of the front springs is made in two
pieces. The outer end of each piece is formed around the eye
of the main leaf, while the inner ends of each are guided by a
plate (Sketch C), Figure 7, through which the center bolt
passes. This plate should be assembled between the second and
third leaves with the flanges upward to guide the inner ends of
the second leaf.
43. Lubricate leaves with graphite grease and assemble in
proper order with a piece of 1/4” rod passing through the
center bolt hole of each leaf. Clamp in vise and draw leaves
together, aligning them as the vise is tightened.
NOTE: The rear end of front springs and the front end of rear
springs is the long end measured from the center bolt hole to
the center of the spring eye. The rebound leaf of the rear spring
is assembled to the rear. All leaves which are not equal length
from the center bolt hole to both ends are assembled with the
long end to the long end of the assembled spring.
44. Insert center bolt and tighten nut.
45. Put service spring clips (Sketch A), Figure 7, over
spring leaves from top and slide clip cover in place on bottom
(Sketch B), Figure 7.
46. Lock spring clip joints with a hammer.
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NOTE: The use of a spacer of proper thickness is necessary to
insure the bushing being threaded far enough on the shackle
but not far enough to bottom the thread in the bushing as the
shackle moves in normal operation.
51. Replace the spring U bolts and nuts and reconnect
shock absorbers.
NOTE: It is essential that the threaded bushings fit tight in
the Spring eyes. Sidewise movement of the springs due to the
loose bushings or movement due to loose U bolts will cause
car wander and erratic brake action.
HEAVY DUTY STABILIZER BAR

Disassembly
52. Jack up rear axle and remove right rear wheel.
53. Remove nuts at bottom of connecting link (C)
54. Remove rubber bearing mounting clamp bolt nuts (13)
and remove assembly.
47. Insert one end of spring shackle through main leaf eye
and place the spacer (J-524) between the spring eye and Assembly
shackle as shown in Figure 8.
55. Slip the two large rubber blocks (B) on to the bar (A).
48. Start threaded bushing on shackle thread and draw tight To facilitate assembling, use gasoline on rubber parts. Never
use grease or oil.
into spring eye.
56. Remove the threaded plug in the large end of the
connecting links (C) and install one rubber cushion. (Cup up.)
Install Spring on Car
57. Assemble the links to the rod, place the upper cushion
49. Put spring in position under car with the shackles
passing through the frame brackets. (The front eye of the rear in the socket (Cup down) and insert the threaded plugs.
spring is passed over the threaded bracket pin.)
58. Tighten plug flush with the top of link and insert cotter
50. Locate shackle with J-524 spacer as in (47) and key.
59. Insert bar with links assembled under car, starting from
start threaded bushing on shackle and draw tight into bracket
(at front of rear spring hold J-524 spacer on bracket threaded the right side and passing over the tail pipe.
60. Assemble the bar to the chassis frame by using the two
stud back of spring eye to give correct spring position while
clamps over the rubber blocks (13) and bolting thru the holes
drawing bushing into place in spring eye).
Page 4
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bolting through the holes located about 4 to the rear of the
spring bumper in the lower flange of the frame side rails.
(Do not tighten bolts.)
61. Remove the nuts (E) from the front ends of
the rear spring clips or "U" bolts and install mounting
plates (D). These must be installed so that the large eyes
will be to the outside of the rear springs, and toward the
front of the car. Use 1/2" lock-washers and 1 nut on each
clip and tighten securely.
62. Place flanged washer over lower end of link
against stop lugs.
63. Press upper rubber cushion used at lower end of
link over spacer tube so that top will be flush with top of
spacer tube.
64. Slide this assembly over lower end of link so that
top of rubber cushion and tube will be seated against the
upper flanged washer. Do this on each side.
65. Insert lower ends of tube spacers through the eyes
in the mounting plates on each side and press lower rubber
cushions over lower ends of tube spacers.
66. Place lower flanged washers against bottom of
lower rubber cushions and tighten nuts securely.
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SECTION 3 - STEERING GEAR
Removal of Steering Gear
67. Unscrew horn button collar and remove with button.
68. Disconnect horn wire at terminal at bottom of steering
column and withdraw wire and cup from tube.
69. Remove steering wheel nut and remove wheel with
(J-739) steering wheel puller.
70. Disconnect battery negative terminal from the battery,
also wires at starting motor terminal and solenoid switch.
71. Remove two bolts in starting motor mounting flange
and remove starting motor.
72. Disconnect electric hand jack at bottom of jacket tube.
73. Loosen the steering column clamp at bottom of jacket
tube and remove jacket tube.
74. Remove the pitman arm nut and lock-washer.
75. Remove pitman arm, using HM-871 pitman arm puller.
76. Remove the three steering gear mounting stud nuts
from outside of chassis frame side member and remove
steering gear.
Disassembling Steering Gear
77. Remove three cover nuts (A), Figure 9, and jam nut
(E) and eccentric adjusting sleeve (F).
78. Withdraw housing cover and sector shaft.
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79. Remove nuts on studs holding worm shaft upper bearing cover to housing.
80. Remove cover and shims and withdraw main tube and
worm, drawing with it upper bearing spacer, race and bearing.
81. Remove lower bearing cage.
82. Inspect all parts.
A. Bearing rollers and races must not show pits or
wear
B. Bearing races on worm must not be worn.
C. Pressure faces of worm should be polished
but show no irregular wear.
D. Sector teeth should be polished but show no
irregular wear.
E. Sector shaft must not be scored.
F. Sector shaft bearings must not be scored and must fit
sector shaft without appreciable radial looseness.
G. The main tube must be straight.
NOTE: All worn or damaged parts should be replaced with
new ones. The used worm can be fitted to a new main tube,
but if a new worm is needed a new main tube must also be
installed. Never remove a worm from a main tube as it cannot
again be pressed on the used tube and held securely.
Reassembling Steering Gear
83. Press worm lower bearing cup in housing.
84. Lubricate worm lower bearing cage with gear oil and
put in place.
85. Put worm and main tube assembled in place, following
with upper bearing cage (well lubricated) bearing cup and
spacer.
86. Select shim pack to give no end play but still permit
turning with not more than 1/2 pound pressure exerted at rim
of steering wheel when the nuts are drawn down tight on the
cover.
87. Dip sector and shaft in gear lubricant, insert in housing
cover and assemble cover with eccentric sleeve (F), lock
sleeve and jam nut (E), also cover nuts (A) with lock-washers.
88. Put steering wheel and pitman arm in place and tighten
nuts.
89. See that housing cover nuts (A) and jam nut (E), Figure
9, are tightened securely.
90. Turn hand wheel to either extreme and back an eighth
of turn. Gripping ball arm at hub (B), Figure 10, shaft should
rotate freely without a particle of end play.
91. Back off nuts (A), Figure 9, one-quarter turn and
eccentric jam nut (E) one-half turn.
92. Turn steering wheel to its mid-position of travel with
trade marked spoke (trade mark impressed into under face of
spoke opposite keyway) to point straight downward. This
brings the sector into mesh at the high point of the worm.
93. Turn the eccentric adjusting sleeve (F), Figure 9, clockwise very gradually, checking at each movement the amount
of lost motion still existing at the ball arm. Adjust to point
where lash can be just felt at end of ball arm, being sure to
finish movement of eccentric adjustment sleeve (F) in clockwise direction.
94. Turn hand wheel throughout full travel to test for free
operation. If too tight, turn eccentric adjusting sleeve (F)
Page 6
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counterclockwise to free and readjust more carefully.
95. Tighten eccentric adjusting sleeve jam nut (E)
securely first and follow likewise with housing cover nuts
(A). Very important.
NOTE: The worm is generated in such manner that close
mesh with sector teeth is provided at the mid-position or
place corresponding to the straight ahead driving range
with gradual relief toward the extremes. Since any normal
wear is most pronounced at mid-position, this provision
allows for subsequent adjustment without fear of binding
toward the extremes.
When the sector teeth are properly centralized in relation to the worm thread, there should be an equal amount
of lash in the mesh of these parts at % turn of hand wheel
each side of mid-position previously described. If this is
not the case, correct as follows:
96. Turn column 1/3 revolution to the right and shake
the steering arm to note the amount of play or lash at this
point.
97. Now turn column 1/3 revolution to the left (which
is in reality 1/3 revolution to left of center) and shake arm.
Lash at this position should be same as when turned to
right of center.
98. If there is more lash at left, turn eccentric rivet (M)
slightly in counter-clockwise direction. (See Figure 14.)
99. If the lash is more at right, turn eccentric rivet (M)
in clockwise direction. (See Figure 15.)
After these positions have been equalized, adjust for
proper mesh of shaft teeth in worm as described under
paragraphs 91 to 95, inclusive.
100. After making final adjustment, securely tighten
eccentric sleeve jam nut (E), Figure 9, then follow by
tightening housing cover nuts (A). It is important that the
eccentric sleeve jam nut (E) be tightened first.
101. The gear should move from the high point in either
direction when a load of I-1/2 to 3 pounds is applied at the
steering wheel rim. If more load is required, the gear mesh
is adjusted too tight or the sector shaft is bound in the
bearing or by the end play adjusting screw.
102. Fill housing to level of filler plug with SAE 110
EP gear oil for summer or SAE 90 EP for winter.
103. Insert steering column main tube through hole in
toe board and sector shaft through hole in frame side
member with three mounting bolts passing through elongated holes in frame.
104. Install plain washers, lock-washers and nuts in
frame bracket mounting bolts, turning up until the nuts just
start compressing the lock-washers.
105. Install steering column jacket tube over steering
column main tube and secure by tightening jacket clamp
bolt at bottom of tube.
106. Secure column to dash bracket with bracket cap
and two screws.
107. Install steering wheel and tighten nut.
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108. Insert horn wire and connect terminal at bottom of
gear.
109. Install horn button and collar.
110. Install pitman arm lock-washer and nut - tighten
securely.
111. Turn steering wheel from right to left several times
to align column and tighten three steering gear frame
bracket nuts on outside of frame side members.
112. Connect rear end of drag link to pitman arm.
113. Set steering gear on high point by turning steering
wheel to middle of its travel with trade marked spoke
pointing down. Front wheels should be straight ahead. If
wheels are not straight ahead, bend the pitman arm as
described in paragraphs 166-169, Section 4. (See note
bottom page 11.)
114. Install starting motor.
115. Reconnect wires at starting motor terminal and
solenoid and reconnect battery cable to negative battery
terminal.
NOTE: The front end alignment is checked with the Jiffy
caster and camber gauge and turning angle plates available
through the Hinckley-Myers Company of Jackson, Michigan. When these are used it is important that the car is level.
A level section of the floor should be marked with zone line
paint for the position of the front wheels while checking.
Wooden blocks 1-1/4" thick should be placed under the rear
wheels to compensate for the height of the turning angle
plates.
SECTION 4 - FRONT END ALIGNMENT
116. Inflate all tires-front 24 pounds, rear 30 pounds.
117. Tighten all spring U bolt nuts.
118. Test shackle threaded bushings with pinch bar for
looseness in spring eyes.
119. Disconnect bottom of shock absorbers and check
control-the lower portion of the shock absorbers should
move up and down under a steady pressure but should resist
a sudden downward jerk. Remove and fill if necessary.
120. Jack up front axle.
121. Check spindle pins and bushings for wear and tie
rod and drag link ends for looseness. See that torque arm
rubbers are in good condition.
122. Loosen torque arm pivot bolt nut (J), Figure 1.
Tighten pivot bolt (K). Tighten nut (J) securely.
123. Disconnect rear end of drag link from pitman arm.
Wheels should turn free throughout their travel.
124. Lower front wheels in straight ahead position onto
turning angle plates (J) and apply the brakes with a pedal
jack. A pull or a push of 45 pounds on the drag link should
turn the wheels in either direction. If greater pull is required
to turn the wheels, lubricate the front axle parts. If this does
not reduce the pull required, remove the wheels and tie rod
and check as in note under paragraph 26, Section 1.
125. Loosen the frame bracket bolts just enough to allow
gear to shift in frame to line up at angle determined by
height of setting at instrument board gear bracket and
re-tighten frame bolts.
126. Loosen the instrument board gear bracket and
allow it to shift to match gear column position and rePage 8
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tighten. This will correct any possible misalignment of
gear column.
127. See that housing cover nuts (A) and jam nut (E),
Figure 9, are tightened SECURELY.
128. Turn hand wheel to either extreme and back an
eighth of turn. Gripping ball arm at hub (B), Figure 10,
shaft should rotate freely without a particle of end play.
129. Adjust as required by means of adjustment screw
(C), Figure 11, at side of the housing next to motor. Be
sure to lock SECURELY with locknut (D), Figure 11, and
reinspect end play and freedom.
130. Turn hand wheel to the mid-position of its complete travel or turning limits. (Drag link previously disconnected.) Hand wheel has a trade mark or large depression
on the underneath side of the spoke that should now point
straight down. Place this marked spoke in correct position
and shake ball arm to determine amount of lost motion.
131. Loosen housing cover nuts (A), Figure 9, ONEQUARTER turn and eccentric sleeve jam nut (E), Figure
9, one-half turn.
132. Turn the eccentric adjusting sleeve (F), Figure 9,
clockwise very gradually, checking at each movement the
amount of lost motion still existing at the ball arm. Adjust
to point where lash can just be felt at end of the ball arm,
being sure to finish movement of eccentric adjustment
sleeve (F) in clockwise direction.
133. Turn hand wheel throughout full travel to test for
free operation. If too tight, turn eccentric adjusting sleeve
(F) counter-clockwise to free and readjust as above more
carefully.
134. Tighten eccentric adjusting sleeve jam nut (E)
SECURELY FIRST and follow likewise with housing
cover nuts (A). Very important.
NOTE: The worm is generated in such manner that close
mesh with SECTOR teeth is provided at the mid-position
or place corresponding to the straight ahead driving range
with gradual relief toward the extremes. Since any normal
wear is most pronounced at mid-position, this provision
allows for subsequent adjustment without fear of binding
toward the extremes.
When the SECTOR teeth are properly centralized in
relation to the worm thread, there should be an equal
amount of lash in the mesh of these parts at 1/3 turn of
hand wheel each side of mid-position previously described. If this is not the case, correct as in paragraphs 96
to 99, Section 3.
135. A pull of 1-1/2 to 3 pounds at the rim of the
steering wheel should turn it in either direction from the
“high point.”
136. Reconnect drag link to pitman arm.
137. Set wheels in straight ahead position and adjust
scales on turning angle plates to zero.
138. Remove outer and inner hub caps from front
wheels.
139. Remove left hand spindle nut and washer and
install jiffy caster and camber gauge as shown in Figure 16
so that level bubble is between gauge lines when pointer
is set at zero.
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taken on the lower scale is the camber of the left wheel. A
reading toward the wheel is positive and away from the
wheel is negative camber; the correct camber is 1º to 1-1/2º
positive. If camber is insufficient or reversed, check spindle pin inclination as follows:
141. Turn the head of the jiffy gauge parallel to the
wheel as shown in Figure 18 and turn wheels to left until
pointer on left turning angle plate points to 25º.

140. Turn the head of the jiffy gauge so that it is parallel
to the axle as shown in Figure 17 with wheels still straight
ahead and adjust the pointer with the thumbscrew until the
level bubble is between the lines on the glass. The reading

142. Set pointer on zero and turn gauge on spindle until
level.
143. Turn left wheel to right 25º and adjust level. The
pointer reading on the top scale is the king pin inclination.
This should be seven degrees. NOTE: If the king pin
inclination and the camber are off in approximately the
same amount (for example, camber 1/2º, king pin inclination 6º), it is probably due to worn spindle pin bushings. If
camber is off and king pin inclination is correct, the spindle is bent.
If spindle pin inclination and camber are both off an
equal amount and there is no play in spindle pin, the axle
center is bent. Camber should not be more than the specified 1-1/2º; however, a decrease in caster, if spindle pins
are not loose in the bushings, is not detrimental to steering
unless an actual reverse camber exists.
144. Turn the wheels back to the straight ahead position
and reset the jiffy gauge as in paragraph 139, Figure 16.
145. Turn the wheels to the right until the pointer on the
left turn plate is at 25º, level the gauge with the adjusting
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screw and take the reading of the pointer on the upper scale.
146. Turn the left wheel 25º to the left and level the
gauge and take the reading on the upper scale (Figure 19). If
both readings are on the same side of zero, subtract the one
from the other to get the caster angle of the left wheel. If the
two readings are on opposite sides of zero, add them to get
the caster angle. Readings toward the wheel are positive and
away from the wheel are negative caster angle.
147. Repeat operations 139 to 146 inclusive on the right
wheel, turning the wheels so that the pointer of the right turn
plate reads 25º to the right for the first caster reading and 25º
to the left for the second caster reading.
148. If the caster is less than 3-1/2 or more than 4-1/2,
remove the cotter key from the horizontal bolt (D) attaching
the torque arm to the axle yoke and loosen nut. (Figure 20.)
149. Remove capscrew (E) and shim (F). To increase
caster, decrease thickness of shim. To decrease caster, increase thickness of shim. A change~ of .060” in shim thickness will change the caster approximately one degree. The
shim thickness used on both sides of a car should always be
the same. Unequal shim thickness will cause the car to lean.
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150. Install new shim, replace capscrew (E), tighten horizontal bracket bolt nut (D) and insert cotter key.
151. Remove jiffy gauge and replace spindle washer and
nut, adjust bearing and insert cotter key.
152. Repeat operation (30) to (33) inclusive to recheck
caster.
153. Turn left wheel to left 20º. Right wheel as indicated
by point on turning angle plate should be 17º to left.
154. Turn right wheel to right 20º. Left wheel should
now be 17º to the right.
If wheels do not turn to the corresponding angles, recheck tk rod ends for looseness and steering arms to see that
they are drawn tightly into the spindles. If no looseness is
found, the steering arms are bent and should be replaced.
155. Raise front end of car and remove turning angle
plates and lower car. Release brake and roll rear wheels off
blocks.
156. Pull car forward by bumper about 10 feet with
wheels in straight ahead position to be "sure all parts have
assumed their normal road position.
157. Place toe-in gauge back of front wheels with rod
against inside felloe band of right wheel and ends of sliding
head against outside edge of felloe band of left wheel.
158. Be sure thumbscrew of both sliding head and rod
are tight. Move sliding collar to which scale is attached out
against standard bracket. Make a chalk mark on tire in line
with sliding head.
159. Remove toe-in gauge and pull car forward (not
backward) with front bumper until chalk mark is at height of
toe-in gauge standard at front of wheel.
160. Put toe-in gauge in place as in Figure 21 with rod
against inside edge of right felloe and sliding head in line
with outside edge of left felloe at chalk mark on tire.
161. Loosen sliding head lock-screw and push head
against edge of felloe. Tighten lock-screw.
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162. The scale reading at the inner edge of the standard
bracket is the toe-in in inches. This should be zero to 1/8º,
preferably 1/8º.
163. To adjust the toe-in, loosen the clamp bolt nuts on
the tie rod ends and turn the tie rod with a Stillson wrench.
Pulling the wrench handle forward at the bottom decreases
toe-in.
164. After getting correct toe-in, tighten tie rod end
clamp bolt nuts.
165. Set wheels straight ahead and check steering wheel
to see that trade marked spoke is pointing straight down. If
spoke is more than 2” either way from the straight down
position the steering gear pitman arm must be bent.
NOTE: Whenever the thickness of shims between the
torque arms and brackets are changed to increase or decrease caster it is necessary to put the steering gear back on
the high point.
166. Disconnect the rear end of the drag link from the

*NOTE: Beginning with the car numbers listed below an
adjustable drag link is used, making it unnecessary to bend
the pitman arm. The adjustment is made possible by shims
placed at both sides of the ball seats in the rear socket of the
drag link. By removing shims from the rear of the seats and
placing them in front, the drag link is lengthened. Shortening is obtained by removing shims from in front of the seats
and placing to the rear. The shims provide 3/4' total adjustment.
151694 Drag Link Assembly (adjustable) replaced
150102 Drag Link Assembly with and after 6110394
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pitman arm.
167. Wrap the ball of the pitman arm in wet rags.
168. While dripping water on the rags, heat the pitman
arm about 2" above the ball with a torch until color begins
to show.
169. Bend the arm as necessary with a bending bar such
as a connecting rod aligning bar.
NOTE: For each inch the trade-marked spoke of steering
wheel is off to the right bend* the arm backward .04” or
approximately 3/64” and a like amount forward for each
inch the spoke is off to the left
NOTE: The pitman arm ball is hardened and must be protected from heat to retain its hardness. Under no circumstances should the arm be bent without disconnecting the
drag link, as the ball cannot be properly protected and even
the ball seats spring may be softened.
170. Reconnect the drag link to the pitman arm lubricate

(Terraplane De Luxe) except cars numbered from 6110601
to 6110650 inclusive; with and after 623419 (Terraplane
Custom) except cars numbered from 623506 to 623661
inclusive.
151698 Drag Link Assembly (adjustable) replaced 150104
Drag Link Assembly with and after 633110 (Hudson 6)
except cars numbered 633153 to 633185 inclusive; 641008
(Hudson 8 - 120" W. B. De Luxe) except cars numbered
641134 to 641135 inclusive; (Hudson 8 - 120" W. B. Custom); 661791 (Hudson 8 - 127" De Luxe); 671681 (Hudson
8 - 127" Custom).
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Runway Type Wheel Aligner
This all-in-one runway type of aligner is designed particularly for the larger shop with a sufficient potential of wheel
aligning business to justify the purchase of this type of
equipment. It is speedy in operation, accurate in its readings
and checks with the weight of car either on or off the wheels.

Checks Scientifically-Caster, Camber, King Pin Inclination, Toe-In, Turning Radius. All readings are direct.
Requires very little floor space. Easily installed because
of adjustable leveling legs on runways and leveling screws
on checking units.

Complete operating instructions furnished with equipment

Front Axle, Steering Gear, and Alignment Tools and Equipment
J-885
J-469-1-2
J-479-1-2
J-524
J-739
HM-871
J-751
J-800
J-710-H
HMO-20
HMO-72
HMO-8
J-134

Torque Arm Bolt Press
Spindle Bushing Remover and Replacer Set
Spindle Pin Remover Set
Spring Shackle Spacer
Steering Wheel Puller
Pitman Arm Puller
Turning Angle Indicators (Set of two)
Jiffy Caster and Camber Gauge
Toe-in Gauge
Runway Type Wheel Aligner
Wheel Balancer
Wheel Balancing Weights (Box of 50)
Brake Pedal Depressor

$

2.90
2.15
1.40
1.50
5.50
3.85
25.00
15.00
12.50
285.00
39.75
8.75
3.75

Place orders for tools and equipment with the Hinckley-Myers Co., Jackson, Michigan
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Carburetor and Fuel Pump Servicing
1936 Hudsons and Terraplanes
Carburetor Servicing is an important part of every engine tune-up. To properly service a carburetor, the purpose of each part must be known and adjustments must be
complete and carefully made. Inaccurate adjustments will
not give satisfactory car performance or gasoline mileage.
Make complete adjustments accurately.
The carburetor Is simply a mixing chamber for gasoline
and air. There are, of course, provisions for controlling the
quality or richness of the mixture so that it will be correct
for all conditions of operation.
The carburetor used on 1936 Hudsons and Terraplanes
is the Carter Model W-1 with the following features:
(1) Down Draft Type
(2) Triple Venturi
(3) Climatic Control (except Terraplane de luxe)
(4) Automatic Slow and Fast Idle
(5) Anti-Percolating Unit
(6) Positive Action Accelerating Pump
(7) Slow Throttle Retard

higher than the normal level of fuel in the float chamber
so that fuel will stand near the end of the nozzle but will
not run out.
Low Speed Operation
When the engine is cranked with the throttle in the
position shown in Fig. I (idle setting) a vacuum is created
below the throttle. This causes air under atmosphere pressure to push past the edge of the throttle, however, the
volume that can pass is so small that it will not cause high
enough velocity past the main nozzle to pick up any fuel.
The vacuum below the throttle valve, however, also
causes air to flow in to the idle inlet port through the small
passage to the right of the carburetor throat, picking up
gasoline from the idling jet and delivering it into the
carburetor throat through the upper idle outlet port just
below the throttle and the lower outlet port in which the
idle adjustment screw is located. This is a rich mixture of
fuel which mixes with the air passing the throttle to give a
correct mixture for starting and idling.
The quality of the mixture is determined by the setting
of the idle adjusting screw, while the quantity is determined by the amount of the upper outlet port exposed
below the throttle valve.
As the throttle is opened, more of the upper idle port is
exposed allowing more mixture to enter the carburetor and
also increasing the amount of air passing the throttle. This
increases the engine speed.
As the amount of air passing the throttle increases, the
velocity of the air past the main nozzle is increased so that
fuel is drawn out of the nozzle into the air stream.

Figure 1 shows the passages for both the gasoline and
air for normal operation from idle speed to maximum
speed. The gasoline enters at the top of the float chamber
through the float needle valve. The float controls this
valve, allowing only enough gasoline to enter to maintain
the gasoline to the correct level.
The gasoline passes from the float chamber through the
main fuel supply jet, through the passages in the carburetor
body to the main nozzle and also into the idle jet.
The mouth of the main nozzle and idle jet are slightly
PRINTED IN U.S.A.

The opening of the throttle allows the manifold vacuum
to extend upward so that the difference in vacuum between the idle inlet port and outlet ports is decreased and
the flow of air through the idle bypass is decreased. At
speeds above 20 m.p.h. no fuel is supplied through the idle
by-pass. The idle adjustment, therefore, has no effect on
performance or gasoline consumption at speeds above 20
m.p.h.
High Speed Operation
The fuel from the main nozzle is atomized in the primary venturi, Fig. 2, and kept centrally located in the air
stream by the surrounding blanket of air passing into the
secondary venturi and again into the main venturi -offering a triple protection against liquid fuel coming into
contact with the walls of the carburetor where it is hard to
atomize. This insures against liquid fuel being drawn into
the manifold.
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Hudson and Terraplane Pistons
The pistons used in 1933-4-5 and 6 models of Hudsons
and Terraplanes have certain similarities in design which
permit consideration of them as a single group.

installed. The use of one or more of these pistons together
with pistons with 4 rings above the piston pin to complete
a set in an engine is not recommended due to the difference
in weight of the two types.

The pistons are made of aluminum silicon alloy which
is light, has a relatively low coefficient of expansion and is
hard, presenting a good wearing surface.

Selection of Piston Pins

The piston skirt is cam ground and tapered when machined, so that it takes a true cylindrical shape when heated,
giving maximum bearing area at operating temperatures.

The piston pin bosses in the pistons are diamond bored,
giving a very highly finished surface that is true. This is the
only method of finishing which will give nearly 100%
bearing of the piston pin. This is essential for long life and
freedom from piston pin noise.

The piston rings are pinned to prevent rotation in the
grooves so that they wear-in true to the cylinder contour
and remain in a fixed position to maintain a better oil seal.
The pistons used as original equipment in 1933 and
1934 models use two oil and two compression rings above
the piston pin, while the 1935 and 1936 pistons have two
compression and one oil ring above the pin and one oil ring
below the pin.
This later design has been adopted to get the rings
further away from the intense heat of combustion so that the
oil control is obtained -at a point where the oil is more
viscous and easier to control.
This later design is available only in 3” pistons. It is
recommended that it be used for replacement in all 3” bore
engines where a complete set of new pistons is being

PRINTED IN U.S.A.

Due to the finish and the method of selecting the pin, no
wear should be experienced in the piston pin boss during
the life of the piston. Wear is confined to the piston pin and
the connecting rod upper bushing. These parts should be
replaced when necessary by proper selection of the pin and
reaming of the bushing to size.
When replacing pins, select the pin so that it can be
pushed into the piston boss with the heel of the hand when
the piston is heated to 200º Fahrenheit.
Heat the piston in boiling water or in an electric furnace.
Heating with a blow torch or other concentrated heat or
driving the pin in or out of the bosses will distort the piston.
After the proper sized pin is selected, replace the, connecting rod upper bushing and ream or burnish to .0003”
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larger than the pin. If this fit is correct the connecting rod
will just turn on the pin under its own weight when the
rod is held in a horizontal position.
Selecting and Fitting Piston Rings
When fitting the pinned type piston ring, the gap
between the ends of the ring and the clearance between
the pin and the ends of the ring are equally important.
The rings are cut and notched to accept the pin so that
the clearance on the pin is equal to the gap between the
ends of the ring (Figure 2). In other words, if the ring is
compressed so that the ends come together there will be
no clearance on the pin.
If the ends of the ring are filed in fitting the ring it is
necessary to file an equal amount in the pin notch to
maintain the pin clearance. Filing should, however, not
be necessary.
Piston rings of the pinned type are supplied in exact
sizes to give a minimum gap of .005” when installed in a
cylinder of the size for which the ring is designated.
Since it is necessary to hone or otherwise recondition a
cylinder bore when oversized pistons are being fitted,
they should be brought to an exact size for which piston
rings are available. For example, a cylinder may clean up
at .009” oversize. However, since no ring is available in
this size it is advisable to hone the cylinder to .010”
oversize rather than file the gap of a set of .010” oversize
rings to permit their use in a .009” oversize cylinder.
The sizes in which piston rings are available are
given in Tables No. 1 and No. 2. When ordering rings,
both the part number and the size desired should be given
on the order.
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Selection of Pistons
The code letters stamped on the cylinder block along
the lower face of the valve chamber, as shown in Figure
3, designate the original size of each cylinder. The size
code letters and piston weight, in ounces and quarter
ounces (Figure 3), stamped on the heads of the pistons
will help in selecting pistons correctly from stock. In
addition to the size and weight marks all original piston
installations are numbered to indicate the cylinder block
number and the number of the cylinder in which the
piston is fitted.
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Where a single piston is selected it should be of the same
weight as the piston removed. Complete sets of new pistons
should always carry the same weight stamp on all pistons.
Unequal piston weight will cause rough engine operation.
After selecting a piston by the code letters, place it in the
cylinder in which it is to be used with a .0015” feeler directly
opposite the skirt slot, as indicated by A, Figure 4. The
position of the feeler is important due to the cam grinding of
the skirt. If the piston is the correct size, the feeler can be
removed by exerting from 3 to 4 pounds pull. J-888-A piston
feeler scale (Figure 4) is recommended to measure this pull.
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43445 Piston Ring - Oil Control - Upper - 1 required per
piston.
43447 Piston Ring - Oil Control - Lower - 1 required per piston.
37029 Piston Pin and 33332 Connecting Rod Upper Bushing should be used with these parts. The piston pin is available in standard and .002,.005 and .010” oversize.
These parts can be used singly or in complete sets in
1933 Hudson 6, Terraplane 6 and Terraplane 8.
These parts can be used in complete sets only in 1932
Terraplane and 1932 Essex.
TABLE NO. 1
CYLINDER
Size
Code

The following tables give the cylinder bore sizes from
standard to .020” oversize for which pistons are available.
Opposite each cylinder size is given the cylinder code (if
any), the code letter of the correct piston size and the piston
ring size.

2.9375
2.938
2.9385
2.939
2.9395
2.940
2.9415
2.9425
2.9475
2.948
2.9485
2.949
2.9495
2.950
2.9525
2.9575
2.9585
2.9595

A
B
C
D
E

AO
BO
CO
DO
EO

PISTON
Code
B
B
D
D
F
F
1
L
BO
BO
DO
DO
FO
FO
LO
BB
DD
FF

PISTON RING
Size
2.937
2.937
2.937
2.937
2.937
2.937
2.940
2.942
2.947
2.947
2.947
2.947
2.947
2.947
2.952
2.957
2.957
2.957

Table No. 2 gives the sizes of the following parts:
It will be noted that the same ring size may be designated
for more than one piston size. It is advisable to hone the
cylinder to the smallest dimension for which a given ring is
recommended. This gives a minimum piston ring gap. Always check rings to see that the gap is not less than .005”.
Table No. 1 gives the sizes of the following parts:
43458 Piston.
43443 Piston Ring - Compression - 2 required per piston.

Group A
43459 Piston.
43452 Piston Ring - Compression - 2 required per piston.
43454 Piston Ring - Oil Control - Upper - 1 required per
piston.
43456 Piston Ring - Oil Control - Lower - 1 required per
piston.
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These parts should be used for individual replacements
(not in sets) in 1933 and 1934 Hudson 8 engines.
See Group B for replacement of complete sets in these
engines.
Group B
47097 Piston.
43452 Piston Ring - Compression - 2 required per piston.
43456 Piston Ring - Oil Control - 2 required per piston.
These parts should be used for individual replacements or
in complete sets in 1935 and 1936 Hudson 6 Hudson 8 and
Terraplane engines, .
These parts should also be used for replacement in complete sets (see group A for individual replacements,) for
1932, 1933 and 1934 Hudson 8, 1934 Hudson 6 and 1934
Terraplane engines.
37029 Piston Pin and 33332 Connecting Rod Upper
Bushing should be used with both groups covered by Table
No. 2. The piston pins are available in standard, .002, .005
and .010” oversize.
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TABLE NO. 2
CYLINDER
Size
Code

PISTON
Code

PISTON RING
Size

3.000

A

B

3.000

3.0005

B

B

3.000

3.001

C

D

3.000

3.0015

D

D

3.000

3.002

E

F

3.000

3.0025

F

3.000

3.004

1

3.003

3.005

L

3.005

3.010

AO

BO

3.010

3.0105

BO

BO

3.010

3.011

CO

DO

3.010

3.0115

DO

DO

3.010

3.012

EO

FO

3.010

3.0125

FO

3.010

3.015

LO

3.015

3.020

BB

3.020

3.021

DD

3.020

3.022

FF

3.020

Fitting Pistons
When checking piston size by the feeler gauge method, take
the following precautions:
(1) Remove ridge from top of cylinder with J-592 cylinder Ridge Reamer.
(2) Place feeler gauge in extreme right of cylinder.
(3) Insert piston with wrist pin bosses parallel to crankshaft and unslotted side of skirt to right.
(4) Be sure feeler gauge contacts piston 90' from center
line of piston pin bosses.
(5) Measure pull required to remove feeler gauge with a
spring scale. Don't guess a thousandth of an inch
variation will change the pull on the feeler only a few
pounds.

Causes of Excessive Oil Consumption
(1) Scored Cylinders.
(2) Scored Pistons.
(3) Piston Rings weak or broken.
(4) Piston Rings seized in grooves.
(5) Piston Rings loose in grooves.
(6) Oil Return Holes clogged with carbon.
(7) Cylinders out of round.
(8) Improper Grade of Oil.
(9) Poor Oil or Diluted Oil.
(10) Worn Valve Guides.
(11) Poor Ignition.*
(12) Poor Valve Seats.*
(13) Sticking Valves.*
(14) Leaking Cylinder Head Gasket.*
*Poor ignition or poor compression will cause incomplete burning,
allowing an accumulation of unburnt gasoline, which will dilute the
oil and permit it to pass the piston rings.
A leaking cylinder head gasket will cause poor compression and in
addition may allow water to enter the cylinders and further dilute the
oil.
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The Electric Hand
The electric hand provides a means of shifting the
gears of a conventional selective transmission by mechanical power. The control of the mechanism is electrical, while the power for the shifting is derived from the
vacuum of the engine intake manifold.

PRINTED IN U.S.A.

Clutch Circuit Breaker
When the clutch is engaged the electrical supply circuit
to the electric hand is open, so that it is necessary to disengage the clutch before a gear shift can be made. This circuit
breaker is operated through linkage to the clutch pedal,
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which is adjustable to determine the exact amount of
clutch disengagement before the circuit is closed and a
shift made and also the amount of clutch engagement
before the power is again cut off.
The Selector Switch
The selection of the gear desired in the transmission
is made by moving the lever of the selector switch to the
corresponding position in the (H) plate of the selector
switch housing. This selects the proper circuit to control
the shifting mechanism.
The Interlock Switch
This switch interrupts the circuit from the selector
switch to the power unit to insure a shift to neutral to
permit a cross shift, if this is necessary before the final
movement of the shift is made. The switch is mechanically controlled by linkage from the cross shift mechanism. This linkage is adjustable and incorporates a "lost
motion" sleeve to insure the completion of the cross shift
before the circuit is changed to correspond to the one
selected in the selector switch. Without this switch, preselection from one gear to another which requires a cross
shift would be impossible, while any shift would have to
be made slowly to insure the mechanism following the
control movement.
Contact Plate
The contact plate opens the circuit after the shift has
been completed. This switch is controlled by a rod connected to the bottom of the shifting lever (A).
POWER UNIT
Solenoids and Valves
The selector switch, interlock switch and contact
plate control the electrical connections to 3 solenoids,
each of which operates a valve. These valves are connected in the vacuum line from the engine intake manifold and control the vacuum to the cross shift or
diaphragm cylinder and power cylinder.
The valves are of the poppet type and are held up by
small springs. When a solenoid is energized, the valve
which it controls is pulled down.
When the valves are in the upper position, the vacuum line is closed from the engine and the lines to the
diaphragm cylinder and power cylinder are open to atmosphere.
When the valves are in their lower position, the
vacuum line from the engine is connected to the diaphragm cylinder or power cylinder.
One valve controls the cross shift, one the forward
and one the rearward movement of the transmission
shifting rails.
Power Cylinder
The power cylinder has a vacuum operated piston
which provides the power for the forward and rearward
Page 2
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movement for shifting the gears. When the valve (21) in
the vacuum line to the rear of the power cylinder is drawn
down by its solenoid, opening the vacuum line, the piston
moves backward. When the valve (20) in the vacuum line
to the front of the power cylinder is drawn down by its
solenoid, the piston moves forward. The movement of
the piston is transmitted to the shifting lever (A) through
the control cross shaft (E) and inner and outer levers.
Cross Shift Cylinder
The cross shift cylinder is of the diaphragm type. A
spring (Y), Figure 2, in the cylinder presses the diaphragm forward, which, through connecting linkage (F,
G, E), holds the shifting lever (A) of the transmission
engaged with the high and second speed shifting rail fork
(B), Figure 2. When the valve (22) connected to the cross
shift cylinder is drawn down by its solenoid, the diaphragm moves backward, pulling the bellcrank (F) which
moves the control shaft (E) to the right to engage the
lower end of the shifting lever (A) with the low and
reverse shifting rail fork (C). This position is shown in
Figure 3.
FUNCTIONING
Figure 2 shows the selector in neutral with the lever
held to the right by the spring (Z). The transmission is
also in neutral and the lower end of the shifting lever (A)
is held to the right by the spring (Y) in the diaphragm
cylinder, so that it is engaged in the notch of the high and
intermediate shifting fork (B).
The valves 20, 21 and 22 are up against their seats so
that both the front and rear of the power cylinder and the
cross shift cylinder are open to the atmosphere through
the air cleaner,
If the clutch is depressed, closing the circuit breaker,
the circuit will be closed to 10, through the contact sleeve
to 9, to 3 and 1 on the interlock switch to 13 on the
selector to 15 to plate (W) of the contact plate. Since the
fingers L-L and M-M do not touch the plate (W,), the
circuit is open.
If, however, the transmission were in high gear, the
contact plate sliding block (0) would have moved forward to the position of insert (A). The fingers (M-M)
would be contacting plate (W) and would close the circuit
to plate (LT) to solenoid No. 2. The valve 21 would be
pulled down connecting the rear of the power cylinder to
the vacuum, so that the piston would move backward
and, through the linkage (G, E and A), move the shifting
rail (B) backward. The rod (D) would also be moved
backward, pulling the contact plate sliding block until the
fingers (M-M) break contact with the bar (W). When
circuit is broken, the valve 21 raises to its seat and the
shift is completed to neutral.
If the transmission had been moved to second gear,
the contact plate would have been in the position shown
in insert (B) , completing the circuit from (W), through
fingers (L-L) to plate (T) to solenoid No. 1, opening the
vacuum to the front of the power cylinder so that the
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piston would be moved forward, bringing the transmission
into neutral where the fingers (L-L) would break contact
with bar (W) and the shift would be completed to neutral.
Figure 3 shows the same condition as in Figure 2,
except the selector lever has been pushed to the left but is
still in the neutral position. It will be noted that the circuit
from 10 in the selector switch is now completed through
the contact sleeve to both 11 and 12.
The circuit from 11 is direct to solenoid No. 3 so that
valve No. 22 is drawn down, connecting the cross shift
cylinder to the vacuum. The diaphragm has moved backward, rotating bellerank (F) which pulls lever (G), shaft
(E) and the lever (A) to the right so that (A) is engaged in
the notch of the shifting fork of rail (C) which controls the
shift into low and reverse gears.
The circuit from 12 is to 2 and 1 on the interlock
switch, to 13 to 15 on the selector switch to bar (W) on the
contact plate. Now following the same procedure as under
Figure 2 it will be seen that, if the transmission were in low
gear, the contact plate would be in the position of insert
(A) (same as for high gear), energizing solenoid 2 and the
shift would be to neutral. If the transmission were in
reverse, the contact plate would be in the position of insert
(B) (same as for second gear), energizing solenoid (1) and
the shift would be to neutral.
Referring again to Figure 2 it will be seen that if the
selector lever is moved to the high gear position
(transmission in neutral), the circuit will be completed as
before to 13 on the selector switch, then to 16 to (P) on the
contact plate through the fingers (L-L) to (T) to solenoid 1
and the shifting rail (B) will be moved forward until the
contact plate reaches the position of insert (A) when the
fingers (L-L) will move off of bar (P) opening the circuit.
If the selector lever is now moved to the second gear
position (transmission in high or neutral), the circuit from
13 is to 14 on the selector switch to bar (Q) through the
fingers (M-M) to bar (U), to solenoid 2 and the movement
of the rail (B) will be backward until the fingers (M-M)
move off of bar (Q) opening the circuit as in insert (B).
Referring to Figure 3, the action will be the same for
low and reverse as just explained for high and second as
the lever (A) is held in engagement with the shifting rail
(C) and all other circuits are identical.
Figure 4 shows the selector lever in the high gear
position and the transmission in low gear. In order to shift
from low to high, the power cylinder piston must first
move backward and bring the transmission to neutral. We
find that the circuit is correct for this as indicated by the
solid lines from 10 to 9 and 3 to 4 on the interlock to bar
(W) on the contact plate. The circuit is closed from (W)
through the fingers (M-M) to bar (U) to solenoid 2 so that
the movement will be backward until the fingers (M-M)
break contact with the bar (W) which occurs when the
transmission is in neutral.
When the transmission shifting rail (C) reaches the
neutral position, the force of the spring (Y) in the diaphragm cylinder will pull the shifting lever (A) to the left
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into engagement with the notch of the high and second
shifting fork (B). As the cross shift is completed the interlock switch will be moved to the position shown in insert
(C).
Now the circuit from 3 in the interlock switch is to 1 to
13 to 16 to bar (P) in the contact plate. The contact plate
having moved back in coming to neutral (insert E) the
contact is now completed from (P) through fingers (L-L)
to (T) to solenoid 1 and the piston is moved forward,
moving rail (B) forward to the high gear position where the
fingers (L-L) open the contact with bar (P) as at the beginning of the shift from low gear.
Had the selector lever been set in the second gear
position, Figure 4, the movement to neutral would have
been the same as for high gear. From neutral the movement
would have been backward to second (instead of forward
to high), as the circuit would have been completed from 13
to 14 (instead of to 16) to bar (Q) through (M-M) to (U) to
solenoid 2.
Also had the transmission been in reverse instead of
low, the contact plate would have been to the rear (insert
B) and the circuit from bar (W) would have been through
fingers (L-L) to bar (T) to solenoid 1 and the movement
would have been forward to neutral.
Figure 5 shows the transmission in high gear and the
selector in low gear position. Here again it will be seen that
the original circuit (full lines) is through the interlock
switch to bar (W) to bring the transmission to neutral.
When the lever (A) reaches the neutral position it will be
drawn to the right to engage with the fork on shifting rail
(C), since the circuit is complete from 11 to solenoid 3 and
the interlock switch will be rotated to the position of insert
(D).
The circuit from 2 on the interlock switch is now to 1
and follows the path indicated by the broken lines to plate
(P) on the contact plate. Since the contact plate has been
moved to the neutral position (insert E), the circuit is now
completed from (P) through (L-L) to (T) to solenoid 1 so
that the shifting rail (C) is moved forward to the low gear
position.
Had the selector switch been set in reverse, connecting
13 and 14, the circuit (shown in dot and dash) would have
been completed to (Q) through (M-M) to (U) to solenoid
No. 2, causing a normal neutral to reverse shift.
MECHANICAL ADJUSTMENT
The entire mechanical adjustment is so important to
proper functioning that it should be made carefully with
every servicing of the electric hand. The recommended
procedure is as follows:
The Clutch Circuit Breaker - 1935
With clutch fully engaged, the pointer on the lever
should be in line with the arrow on top of the circuit
breaker housing.
To adjust: 1 - When equipped with automatic clutch
control-loosen clamp bolt nut on bracket mounted on vac-
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uum clutch rod and slide clip until pointer is in line with
arrow. Tighten lock nut.
2-When not equipped with automatic clutch controlremove cotter key from circuit breaker lever pin. Loosen
lock nut on operating rod and remove rod end from lever
pin. Turn rod end until it will slip on pin with pointer in
line with arrow on housing. Insert cotter pin and tighten
lock nut.
The position of the circuit breaker lever is important.
If the contact is made with too little clutch pedal movement, the clutch will still be engaged when the shift is
made and if a gear has been pre-selected the shift will be
made while the engine is driving the car. If the contact
requires too much pedal movement, the shift will not be
completed should the gears butt teeth. It is necessary to
have a slight clutch drag before the circuit is broken to
turn the gears and insure engagement. It may be necessary, therefore, to set circuit breaker slightly ahead of
indicating arrow.
The Clutch Circuit Breaker - 1936
The 1936 clutch circuit breaker hag lost motion built
into the switch so that the clutch pedal must be depressed
far enough to disengage the clutch before the electric hand
circuit is closed, but the circuit will not be opened until
the clutch is almost fully engaged. If the clutch is not
disengaged before the shift is made, it will cause the gears
to clash. Opening of the electric hand circuit before the
clutch has started to engage will result in failure of the
gears to mesh, if the car is not in motion and the gear teeth
strike end to end.
The lock nut (B) should be loosened and yoke (A),
Figure 6, on the rod, which operates the clutch circuit
breaker should be adjusted so that the clutch pedal must

be depressed halfway to the toe board before the circuit is
closed. The upper insert in Figure 6 shows the position of
the parts inside the circuit breaker at the point where the
circuit is closed. (D) is the stationary contact and (E) the
sliding contact.
Page 8

At the time the circuit is closed the transmission
shifting rail locks must be released so that the shift can be
made. The lower insert in Figure 6 shows the proper
position of the lock bar link (C) and plunger (F).
After adjusting the circuit breaker for point of closing,
check to be sure that the clutch has begun to take hold
before the circuit is opened.
This check is most readily made by running the engine and putting the transmission in low or reverse gear.
Allow the clutch pedal to come up slowly.
The car should start to move before the "click" of the
cross shaft linkage is heard, indicating that the electric
hand circuit has been opened.
The insert of the circuit breaker in Figure 7 shows ,he
position of the parts at the point where the circuit is
opened, while the shifting rail lock bars must be down, as
shown in the lower insert (Figure 7), to insure the transmission being locked in gear before the electric hand
power is cut off. This is important to prevent the transmission jumping out of gear.
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Power Unit Mounting
The power cylinder piston rod (B), Figure 8, should
enter the fork (A) in the shifting lever easily when the
transmission is in either its forward (high) or rearward
(second) position. The power unit should also have sufficient clearance to prevent striking the frame X member.
Maximum clearance is obtained by pushing upward on the
unit while tightening the nuts on the studs which hold the
mounting bracket to the transmission.
The nut on the power cylinder mounting stud should
be drawn up just enough to permit the insertion of the
cotter key. This provides maximum flexing of the rubber
blocks for alignment.
Power Cylinder Piston Rod Adjustment
Remove the clevis pin from the rod eye. With the
transmission in high gear and the shifting lever held forward to take up lash it should be possible to pull the piston
rod (B) through the lever fork (A) 1/4” farther than the
piston where the clevis pin can be inserted. The length of
the rod can be adjusted by loosening the lock nut (C) and
turning the eye.
The piston rod should then be pushed back and the
transmission shifted into second gear. While pushing
backward on the shift lever to take up lash in the linkage,
the piston rod should be 1/4” farther back than the position
where the clevis pin can be inserted. These checks are
important to insure sufficient travel of the piston in both
directions to complete the shifts.
Cross Shift Control Mechanism
The transmission should be shifted to all gear positions
and the contact between the cross shift bellcrank and the

Hudson Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich., U. S. A.

used a dowel screw (35442) which was 21/32” long under
the head with a 1/16” plain washer in addition to the lock.
Later production used a screv (151787) which is 312' long
and the plain washer ii omitted. If no plain washer is in the
assembly, be sure the screw is only 21/32” long.
Cross Shift Mechanism Adjustment
With the transmission in high or second gear remove
the clevis pin from the diaphragm cylinder rod yoke (A),

Figure 9. The spring in the cylinder should hold the yoke
1/4” farther forward than the position in which the clevis
pin can be inserted.
When loosening or tightening the nut (C) on the diaphragm cylinder rod, be sure the yoke is in place on the
bellcrank so that the diaphragm is not twisted and distorted.
Interlock Switch
After the transmission is shifted from low to high or
second gear, the pointer (A), Figure 10, on the interlock
switch lever should come to rest in line with the mark

lobe on the power cylinder shifting lever checked to see
that there is no binding due to contact at points other than
the ends of the bellcrank fork (B), Figure 9.
The movement of the lower shifting lever should also
be checked to see that the fulcrum dowel screw does not
bind in the groove in the lever ball. Early 1936 production
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between the letters (S and H) on the switch cover. To
adjust, loosen the jam nut (D) on the front end of the
interlock switch rod and turn the adjusting sleeve (B), then
retighten the jam nut.
When the length is correct, the circuit will change in
the interlock switch at the same distance from the end of
cross shift travel in both directions. This can be tested by
using the lower harness test lamps.
To test, connect the test lamps to the three wires at the
power unit junction block and ground the fourth lamp
lead. (See Figure 11 for connection of test lamps.) Put the
selector lever in low gear and move the manual shifting
lever to the left and note the amount of travel before the
(YB) lamp lights.
Now put the selector lever in high gear, pull the
manual shifting lever to the left and move back to the right
slowly and note where the (YB) lamp lights. The amount
of travel of the manual lever to complete the cross shift
after the lamp has lighted should be the same in both tests.
Main Contact Plate
With the lower harness test lamps connected as in
Figure 11, put the selector lever in neutral. Move the
manual shifting lever forward toward second until the
(YB) lamps light.. then backward toward high until the
(Y) lamp lights. The movement from neutral should be the
same before either lamp lights.
To equalize the movement, loosen the contact plate
screws (A) and slide the plate forward to shorten the
movement required to light the (YB) lamp and backward
to shorten the movement required to light the (Y) lamp.
Transmission Shifting Rail Lock
The locks on both shifting rails will definitely prevent
the transmission from jumping out of gear if they are in
the locked position when the shift is completed and the
clutch is engaged. If the locks are improperly adjusted or
the shift is not complete, the locks cannot perform their
normal function and damage to the gear teeth will result.
As a final check of your mechanical adjustment, shift the
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transmission into gear and engage the clutch and see that
the lock bars are both down in the locked position. If the
locks are not down, first check the lock adjustment, then
the power cylinder piston rod length, then the point of
breaking contact in the clutch circuit breaker.
If these adjustments are correct and the lock bars do
not fall into place when the clutch is released it is probably
due to the power being cut off in the contact plate before
the shift is completed.
To test the point of cutoff, attach the lower harness test
lamps to the lower harness wires (E) and ground the set as
shown in Figure 12.
Move the selector lever into low gear and depress the
clutch pedal. The (W and YB) lamps will be lighted. Shift
the transmission manually toward low gear, just until the
(YB) lamp goes out, then release the clutch pedal. The
shifting rail lock bars (C) should both drop down. If the
one on the right side of the transmission does not go down,
pull the shifting lever, with the clutch engaged, to move
the gears into complete engagement. If more than a slight
movement of the shifting lever is required before the lock
bar drops down, an adjustment of the contact plate, replacement of the contact plate sliding block or replacement of linkage in the transmission cover will be necessary.
To determine whether or not an adjustment will correct the conditions, move the selector lever into reverse
and depress the clutch pedal. The (W and Y) lamps will
now be lighted. Move the shifting lever manually toward
reverse gear just until the (Y) lamp goes out. Release the
clutch. If the lock bar on the right of the transmission goes
down, the contact plate can be moved backward slightly
to give a longer contact (or rail travel) in low. If the lock
bar does not go down, particularly if it requires considerable additional movement of the shifting lever before the
bar goes down, it will be necessary to replace the sliding
block or the linkage in the transmission cover.
When replacing the sliding block in a 1935 Hudson or
Terraplane use Part No. 48745 which has all of the contact
fingers of equal thickness as shown at (A), Figure 13. The
need for replacement will be due to bent or worn fingers.
When replacing the sliding block in a 1936 Hudson or
Terraplane use Part No. 152197 which has two fingers
which are thicker than the other four as shown at (B),
Figure 13.
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TESTING EQUIPMENT
The Electric Hand Testing Kit-No. J-813 is available
through the Hinckley-Meyers Co., of Jackson, Michigan,
and consists of the following:
1. Master Selector Switch
2. Lower Harness Test Set
3. Power Unit Test Cable
SERVICE OPERATIONS
Preliminary Service Check
The following are to be checked before attempting to
make any repairs to the gear shift control mechanism,
regardless of the nature of the failure:
1. Be sure cutout switch on selector housing is “on”.
2. Be sure that transmission is free and can be moved
into all its positions manually with clutch pedal depressed
just enough to close circuit through clutch circuit breaker.
(Check by pressing starter button.) Adjust interlock bars
on transmission if necessary.
3. If temperatures are encountered low enough to cause
the recommended transmission lubricant to excessively
retard gear shifting, replace 3 ounces of the lubricant with
kerosene.
4. Inspect vacuum line and fittings for leaks.
5. Check wire connections on interlock switch.
6. Make certain that all clevis pins and cotter pins are
in place.
7. Inspect junction block on power unit to see that all
wires are in place.
8. Make certain that all soldered connections are intact
in both portions of steering column jack. (To remove
covers, pull back and twist with jack assembled.)
9. Check wiring harness for breaks or damaged insulation.
Quick Test for Short Circuit
With instrument panel lamp lighted, shift into all positions with electric hand. Any appreciable dimming of
instrument lamp indicates short circuit in that position.
Gears Are Shifted with Clutch Engaged
Probably short circuit in clutch circuit breaker or improper adjustment of circuit breaker.
1. Check and if necessary adjust clutch circuit breaker.
2. Turn on ignition switch and press starter button; if
starter operates with clutch fully engaged, replace circuit
breaker.
Complete Failure of Electric Hand to Function
After setting pointer and arrow on circuit breaker in
line on 1935 models and the notch in the forward end of
the circuit breaker rod flush with the housing on 1936
models, turn on ignition switch, depress clutch pedal and
press starter button. If starter functions, circuit is closed
through circuit breaker. If starter does not function, attach
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grounded test lamp to yellow wire terminal of circuit
breaker. No light indicates open circuit from ignition
switch to circuit breaker. Light indicates circuit breaker
circuit open. Replace circuit breaker.
Failure of Electric Hand to Function in Any or All
Positions
If a proper circuit is proven through the circuit breaker
and operation is still faulty, disconnect the separable jack
on the bottom of the steering column and insert the jack
from a master selector switch and wire assembly. (This
unit does not require any ground.) If the system functions
properly when using this selector switch instead of the one
mounted on the car, the difficulty is in the selector. See
note on page 15 if Master Selector Lamp lights. Do not
replace selector until short circuit is removed.
Testing the Shifting Mechanism
1. Connect power unit test cable to the terminal on the
clutch circuit breaker to which the red wire is attached.
This wire should be hot only when the clutch is disengaged.
2. With the engine running and the clutch disengaged
(rear wheels of car jacked up)-touch the front post (YB) of
the junction block on the shifting unit with test prod. The
transmission should shift into high gear. Touch rear post
(Y) and the transmission should shift to second gear.
3. Shift the transmission to neutral manuallyFirst touch
center post (W) with the test prod and the cross shift should
be made. Still contacting (W), touch front post (YB) with
second test prod. The transmission should shift into low.
Touch rear post (Y), still contacting (W), and the shift
should be made to reverse.
If shift is not made when one of the posts is contacted,
connect an accurate ammeter to the hot wire and to the
terminal. A current draw of approximately 2.5 amperes
indicates that the solenoid is 0. K. A higher amperage
indicates a short and a low amperage an open circuit.
CAUTION: A dead short circuit in a solenoid will burn out
ammeter if permanent connection is made.
If the current draw is correct, the trouble may be due to
the valve plunger sticking in its upward position, a vacuum
leakage in the lines or units or a mechanical drag in the
mechanism.
Disconnect the shifting cylinder piston rod from
the shifting lever or the diaphragm cylinder from the
cross shift bell crank. If these do not function after
disconnecting the linkage, the entire power unit
should be rebuilt.
Testing Circuits in Lower Harness and Switches
If only partial functioning or complete failure is experienced after the Master Selector has been plugged in, test
the complete circuits at the solenoid junction block with
lower harness test lamp set. (This test must be performed
with a Selector Switch known to be O.K.)
A. . Remove the three wires on end of wiring harness
from junction block on selector valve.
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B. Insert these three wires into clips on lower harness
test set, in correct position according to color.
C. Attach ground clip to a clean metal ground on car.
D. Turn ignition switch "on." Turn cutout switch "on"
and hold clutch fully disengaged.
E. Place selector lever in neutral. Place transmission in
neutral manually. When shift lever is moved a short distance toward "second," test lamp (YB) should light. When
shift lever is moved a short distance toward "high," test
lamp (Y) should light.
F. With transmission in neutral, move selector lever to
low. Test lamp (W) only must light.
G. Transmission remains in neutral. When selector lever is moved into "second" position, test lamp (Y) should
light. When selector lever is moved into "high" position,

the test lamp (YB) should light. Selector in low or in
reverse lamp (W) only should light.
H. As the transmission is shifted manually to correspond to any position chosen at the selector switch, the
proper lamps, as indicated in (G), should remain li&ed
during the shift. However, lamp (Y) or (YB), whichever is
lighted, should go out when the shift is completed. Lamp
(W) alone will remain lighted in "low" or "reverse" position.
If, in any of the above tests, the correct lamps do not
light or additional lamps are lighted, replace the lower
harness.
Test to detect improper plate adjustment. If, after a new
lower harness assembly has been installed, either lamp (Y
or YB) remains on when transmission is in neutral, in test
(E) above, the contact plate is incorrectly adjusted. To

Failures Resulting from Faulty Circuits
See Wiring diagram, Figure 2. A faulty selector switch may cause any of the failures listed below. A master selector switch
should be used when checking control. If control operates perfectly with master selector switch, an investigation of other units
is unnecessary.
Transmission fails to move into:

Faulty circuit through: (See Note)

Transmission fails to move out of:

Any position

Red Wire

Any Position

Any Position

Green Wire with Red Tracer

Any position - except that transmission ay be brought to neutral by
moving Selector Switch to opposite
side of gate*

Low*
Reverse

White Wire or
Green Wire**

Low
High

Blue Wire

Neutral - except when Selector Switch
is moved to opposite side of gate***

Black Wire

Second
Reverse

Brown Wire

Second
Reverse

Yellow Wire

Low
High

Low
High

Yellow Wire with Black Tracer

Second
Reverse

Second
High

Red Wire
Green Tracer

Certain positions unless started
manually

Transmission contact plate assy.
Surface of contact bars must be carefully cleaned

Certain positions unless started
manually

Transmission fails to follow a fast or
“pre-selective” shift from a position
on the other side (from low to second,
or from high to low, for example)

Black Wire with Yellow Tracer

Transmission will follow when Selector Switch is moved very slowly
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adjust contact plate, loosen the four screws holding contact plate assembly, then see if plate is free to move back
and forth through movement permitted by elongated
holes. If not, remove plate from transmission cover and
carefully cut off or remove locating dowel pins. Replace
contact plate as nearly as possible in its original position
and partially tighten the four screws so that plate may be
moved to its proper position.
If test lamp (YB) remains lighted when transmission
is in neutral, move plate very slightly to the rear until
lamp (YB) goes out. If lamp (Y) remains lighted, move
block forward.
The proper setting is obtained when the movement of
shift lever forward from neutral necessary to bring lamp
(YB) on is equal to the backward movement required to
bring lamp (Y) on.
To Check Position of Interlock Switch
1. Place the transmission in low gear and the selector
switch in high gear and depress the clutch. Lamp (Y) should
light and remain lighted until the transmission is shifted
(manually) to neutral. Lamp (YB) should be lighted when
cross shift to second and high side is completed. If lamp
(YB) is lighted before the cross shift is practically completed, the interlock switch is not in proper position and should
be adjusted so that the pointer on its lever is in line with the
mark on the housing when the transmission is in high gear.
If adjustment does not give proper operation, replace the
interlock switch.
NOTE: Faulty circuit may be caused by either a short or an

open circuit. In most cases, failure will be due to an open
circuit, but when a short is encountered, Master Selector
Switch fuse will blow. When this occurs, lamp adjacent to
fuse should burn at full brilliance. (A 6-8 volt, 32 CP, single
contact bulb must be used.) Allow Master Switch to remain
in position which caused fuse to blow (i.e., in a position in
which bulb burns at full brilliance). Then check faulty
circuit for a short. When short is located and eliminated,
bulb will burn at approximately half brilliance-which is
normal. After short has been eliminated. insert new 7-1/2
ampere fuse and check operation of control in all positions.
(*) If green wire with red tracer is damaged, transmission
will not move out of neutral position into any other position,
but if it is placed in high position manually, it may be
brought to neutral by Selector Lever into “Low.” If placed
in low manually, it may be brought to neutral by Selector
Lever in “high.”
(**) If green wire is damaged, shift lever will still move
back and forth with Selector Lever as the moved from left
to right.
If white wire is damaged, shift lever will remain on
the second and high side, even though Selector moved back
and forth from right to left.
(***) If black wire is damaged, it is impossible to place
transmission in neutral by merely moving Selector Lever to
“Neutral.” However, if transmission is in either second or
high position, it may be placed in neutral by moving Selector Lever to “Neutral” and then as far to the left as possible.
Transmission may be moved into and out of every position,
except neutral, in the normal manner.

Removal Installation Repair
SELECTOR SWITCH-1936
9. Separate male and female halves of jack and unsolder
NOTE: Operations 1 through 10 can be performed without wires.
removing the selector from the car or after the selector has
10. Reinstall by reversing operations 8 and 9.
been removed.
CAUTION: Be sure wires are soldered securely to proper
terminals. See Figure 19 for wire color codes.
Selector Lever, Shaft and H Plate
Selector Switch Assembly-Remove
1. Remove 2 screws (16) from H plate cap (15).
11. Remove connector (6)-see operations 8 and 9.
2. Hold cap to right and remove washer retainer (14),
12. Remove piece of loom from selector wiring harness.
washer (13), spring (12) and lever (11).
13. Remove selector switch cap (8) and washer (9).
3. Turn selector switch shaft (10) Y4 turn clockwise
14. Loosen selector housing mounting bolt nut (inside
(from right) and withdraw.
4. Replace parts removed by reversing operations 1, 2 housing).
15. Slide selector housing downward to remove.
and 3.
16. Withdraw wires from steering column jacket tube.
Selector Switch Cutout Switch
5. Remove the three screws (22) in the cutout switch Selector Switch Assembly - Install
plate and remove plate (21).
17. Straighten the eight wires of the selector harness
6. Lift switch and unsolder wires.
and lay them side by side so that they do not one another.
7. Replace switch and switch plate by reversing opera- Clips can be used as shown in Figure 20 to hold the wires in
tions 5 and 6.
position. Feed all eight into the steering column tube side
by side.
Connector Assembly (Harness Jack)
18. Put the selector housing in position on the steering
8. Remove cap from jack (6) by lifting until lock lug is out column so that the head of the mounting bolt enters the hole
of groove in jack base and turn cap 1/4 turn.
in the column tube through which the wires pass.
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19. Move the selector switch upward so the mounting
bolt shank is in the slot in the tube and ten the mounting bolt
nut inside the selector housing.
20. Pull the wires down in the column tube so they do
not project out of the selector housing install washer (9) and
cap (8).
21. Put piece of loom over lower end of wires.
22. Solder wires to terminals of connector (6).
See Figure 19 for wire color code. Be sure wires are
attached to correct terminals as indicated by code
letters on lower face of connector.
23. Insert connector into female member attached
lower wiring harness.
Selector Switch - Disassembly
24. Remove selector switch from steering column -see
operations 11 through 16.
25. Remove 3 cutout switch cover screws (22) and
remove plate (21).
26. Lift cutout switch (20) and unsolder wires.
27. Remove cap (8).
28. Pull wires out of end of housing.
29. Press lock ring (17) out of groove in housing by
inserting a cotter key puller through the hole to right of
cutout switch hole in housing.
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Selector Switch-Reassembling
33. Install selector shaft lever and segment (H plate) by
reversing operations 1, 2 and 3.
34. Place rotor spring and rotor on left end of selector
shaft. Rotor must be inserted with side with three contacts
to left and must slide over tongue on shaft.
35. Insert switch base with tongue engaged in groove
in bottom of housing.
36. Insert lock ring, being sure it snaps into the groove
in housing.
37. Solder two red wires to terminals of cutoff switch
and secure switch in housing with finish plate (21) and
screws (22).
38. Feed wires through hole in mounting flange of
housing and replace cap (8) and washer (9).
SELECTOR SWITCH-1935
NOTE: Operations Nos. 39 through 49 can be performed
without removing the selector assembly from the car or
after the assembly has been removed.
Selector Lever, Shaft and H Plate
39. Remove two screws (85) (Figure 22) from H plate
cap (84) and remove cap.
40. Turn selector lever Y4 turn clockwise and withdraw lever and shaft.
41. Withdraw washer retainer (14), washer (13),
springs (12) and lever (11) from shaft (10).
42. To reassemble, reverse operations 38 through
41.

30. Pull wires and switch base (5) out of housing.
31. Remove rotor (18) and spring (19).
32. Remove segment (H plate) (15), lever (11) and
shaft (10) (Operations 1, 2 and 3).
Selector Cutout Switch
43. Remove 2 screws from cutout switch (86).
44. Lift switch out of housing and unsolder red wires
from switch terminals.
45. Reassemble by reversing operations 43 and 44.
Selector Switch Base and Rotor
46. Remove four screws (83) from column bracket cap
(82).
47. Remove cutout switch (86). See operations 43 and 44.
48. Pry out switch base lock ring (17) and withdraw base
(5), rotor (18), spring (19). (See Figure 23.)
49. To reinstall, reverse operations 46 through 48.
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56. Put the selector in position on the steering column tube
and secure with cap (82) and four screws (83).
57. Put piece of loom over lower end of wires.
58. Solder wires to terminals of connector (6). See Figure
19 for wire color codes. Be sure wires are attached to correct
terminals as indicated by code letters on lower face of connector.
59. Insert connector into female member attached to lower
harness.

Selector Switch Assembly-Remove
50. Remove cap from jack (6) by lifting until lock lug
is out of groove in jack base and turn cap 1/4 turn.
51. Separate male and female halves of jack and unsolder wires.
52. Remove piece of loom from wires at bottom of
jacket tube.
53. Remove four screws (83) from column bracket cap
(82).
54. Draw wires out of jacket tube.

LOWER HARNESS
NOTE: Operations on the lower harness include removal of
front floor mat and transmission opening cover.
Removal of Front Mat and Transmission Cover
Opening
60. Remove bolts from upper end of clutch and brake pedal
levers (under hood) and remove pedals.
61. Loosen screws in front door scuff plates.
62. Remove front mat.
63. Remove cap screws from transmission opening cover
and remove cover.
64. Replace by reversing operations 60 through 63.

Selector Switch Assembly Install
55. Straighten the eight wires of the selector harness and
lay them side by side so that they do not cross one another. Feed
all eight wires into the steering column tube side by side. (See
Figure 20.)
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Lower Harness-Removal and Reinstallation
65. Disconnect the upper and lower harness connector
jack (23).
66. Disconnect the red wire from the clutch circuit
breaker.
67. Remove the four wires from the interlock switch.
See Figure 24 for wire color code for proper connections
to interlock switch.
68. Remove the four cap screws from the contact plate
cover (26).
69. Remove the three transmission cover cap screws to
which the lower harness is clipped.
70. Remove the three wires from the selector valve
terminal block. See Figure 25 for wire color code for
proper connections to terminal block.
71. The lower harness is installed by reversing operations 65 through 70.
Contact Plate and Sliding Block Removal
72. Remove four cap screws holding contact plate
cover (26) and lift plate (24) from transmission cover.
73. Remove sliding block (25).
74. If contact plate is to be removed from lower harness
the cover can now be raised and the five wires unsoldered.
Contact Plate and Sliding Block-Installation
75. Solder the five wires to the proper terminals of the
contact plate as indicated by the wire code stamped on the
plate adjacent to the terminals. Figure 26.
76. Insert sliding block (25) into contact plate guides.
Be sure the sliding block driving lug is to rear of block
where assembled.
77. Insert one ounce of contact plate grease (part
48705) in cavity in transmission cover in which sliding
block operates.

78. Install new contact plate gasket (part 47204).
79. Install contact plate and block assembly, being sure
the sliding block driving lug enters the notch in the shift
lever (3). See page 10 for information for distinguishing
1935 from 1936 sliding block.
80. Adjust contact plate position (see page 10) and
tighten four cap screws securely.
Circuit Breaker - 1936
81. Disconnect the three wires from the circuit breaker
terminals.
82. On cars not equipped with automatic clutch, remove the cotter pin from the circuit breaker rod and disconnect from yoke of operating rod.
83. Remove screw which mounts circuit breaker to rear
engine support plate.
84. Reinstall circuit breaker by reversing operations 81
through 83. Be sure to install wires in proper terminals as
indicated by wire color code letter adjacent to terminals,
Figure 27. Adjust circuit breaker (see pages 6 and 8).
POWER UNIT - Removal
All operations on the power unit include removal of
front floor mat and transmission opening cover. See operations 60 through 64 inclusive.
85. Remove diaphragm cylinder rod clevis pin and
interlock rod (28) cotter pin from cross shaft bellcrank (4).
86. Remove power cylinder rod clevis pin.
87. Remove vacuum hose and air cleaner hose at power
unit end.
88. Remove three wires from selector valve terminal
block and ground wire at selector valve cover.
89. Remove power unit mounting stud nut (30) and
remove power unit from car.
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Power Unit Installation
90. Place power unit stud spacer (31) on stud with
sleeve to rear.
91. Put power unit in place in bracket and put rubber
washer (32) and nut (30) on mounting stud.
92. Tighten nut just enough to permit cotter key to
enter hole in stud and insert cotter key.
93. Connect vacuum and air cleaner hose.
94. Connect ground wire from transmission cover capscrew to selector valve cover.
95. Insert three wires from lower harness into proper
posts of terminal block as indicated by wire color code.
(See Figure 25.)
96. Adjust diaphragm cylinder rod and connect to cross
shift bellcrank (4). See page 9 and Figure 9 for adjustment.
97. Adjust power cylinder rod and connect to shifting
lever. See page 8 and Figure 8 for adjustment.
98. Connect interlock switch rod (28) to cross shift
bellcrank (4) and adjust. See page 9 and Figure 10 for
adjustment.
Power Unit Repair
The power unit must be removed from the car before
any of the following disassembly operations can be performed. See operations 60 through 64 inclusive and 85
through 98 inclusive.

Power Unit Disassembly
99. Remove selector valve to power cylinder pipes (72
and 74). (Figures 18 and 28.)
100. Remove three end plate stay bolts (38) and nuts
(39) and remove cylinder from assembly.
101. Remove four screws which mount selector valve
body (58) to the mounting bracket (41).
102. Remove diaphragm cylinder mounting plug (56)
and washer (57).
103. To reassemble, reverse operations 94 through 97,
using a new gasket (88) between the diaphragm cylinder
and bracket and a new gasket (89) between the mounting
bracket and selector valve body.
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Power Cylinder Disassembly
104. Remove the cylinder end plate, using tool No.
HMO 12-1. (See Figure 29.)
105. Remove end plate seal, inner (37) (Figure 18).
106. Remove piston and rod assembly.
107. Remove piston rod nut (94) and disassemble
pistons. (See Figure 30.)
108. To reassemble piston, put felt retainer (95) and
piston plate (98) on rod, wrap packing ring (96) around
retainer with felt (97) over it.
109. Put packing (43) (leather cup) and center plate
(42) on to hold felt and packing ring in place.
110. Put second packing (43) (leather cup) and sec
plate (98) in place.
111. Wrap packing ring (96) and felt (97) around
second felt retainer (95) and put in place inside packing.
112. -Screw nut (94) on rod (44), tighten securely and
stake.
113. Saturate packing and felts in Hudson Shock Absorber Oil until leather is soft and pliable and insert piston
in cylinder, being careful not to fold back edge of packing.
114. Install new end plate inner seal (37) and end plate
gasket on end plate (36).
115. Put end plate in cylinder and draw down securely
by tightening nuts (39) on end plate stay bolts (38) when
attaching assembly to bracket. To test seal of piston head
and rod packing place finger over front pipe connection
(40) and pull on piston rod. The rod should not move out
except for a slight movement allowed by compression of
the air in the cylinder.
Diaphragm Cylinder Disassembly
The diaphragm cylinder can be disassembled either
before or after it has been removed from the power unit
assembly.
116. Remove rod yoke (33), lock nut (34) and rod
guard (52).
117. Remove six bolts from flange of diaphragm and
remove diaphragm housing cover and diaphragm assembly.
118. Remove diaphragm rod nut (99) and disassemble
diaphragm.
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119. To reassemble reverse operations 116-117-118,
being sure to stake the diaphragm rod nut. When reassembling the diaphragm cylinder be sure the spring is seated in
the flanged plate (100). Hold the diaphragm and rod in so
that the spring pressure does not distort the flange of the
diaphragm while the bolts are being tightened. Tighten all
bolts uniformly to insure a good grip on the diaphragm and
an air tight seal. To test seal push rod in and place finger
over mounting hole. If the rod does not move out the seal is
tight.

Selector Valve Unit Disassembly
120. Wash unit by brushing with gasoline (do not dip)
and blow dry.
121. Remove four screws from cover plate (61).
122. Raise cover plate and unsolder wires from terminal
block.

123. Remove solenoid cover stud (65), washer (67),
gasket (66) and cover (64).
124. Remove three screws from solenoid retainer (68)
and remove retainer and solenoid, being careful not to
loosen the springs (60) from the bottom of the valve
plunger (59).
125. Remove valve seats and valve assemblies from
bodies. If the seats are tight in the housing, tap them out
with a blunt bar inserted down through the center holes in
the housing. Do not try to remove by pulling on the valve
plunger.
126. The rubber valve heads can now be stripped off of
the valve plunger washer.
127. Remove check valve nut (71) and check valve (70).
128. Wash all parts except solenoids and valve heads in
gasoline and blow dry. Be sure no dirt is allowed to remain
in the valve body passages.
129. Reassemble by reversing operations 120 through
128 inclusive. Use new valve heads if old ones are swollen
or spongy from being wet with gasoline or are worn or cut.
When valves and seats are in place the valves should have
from 1/32” to 1/16” movement from the up to the down
position. Less movement than 1/32” will cause sluggish
performance of the unit.
If solenoids have become wet with gasoline be sure they
are thoroughly dried before installing. Always use new
cover gasket (62) and solenoid retainer gasket (69) and be
sure unit is sealed against entrance of dirt and water.

Lubrication
Remove tube (72) from front of shifting cylinder and insert
one ounce of Hudson Shock Absorber Fluid every 15,000
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Electric Hand
For 1936 Hudson andTerraplane
With Serial Numbers Above:
Terraplane Deluxe
Terraplane Custom
Hudson 6 Custom
Hudson 8 Deluxe 120" W.B
Hudson 8 Custom 120" W.B
Hudson 8 Deluxe 127' W.B
Hudson 8 Custom 127' W.B
The changes in the Electric Hand which became
effective with the above serial numbers are confined to
the power unit, lower harness and transmission control
cover.
The Selector and upper harness, clutch circuit
breaker and interlock switch remain unchanged and
are covered in 1936 Reference Sheet No. 11.
The diaphragm cylinder has been increased in size
but has not otherwise been affected.
The power cylinder has been increased in size and a
neutral switch and the necessary driving mechanism
has been incorporated in the power cylinder head. This
neutral switch eliminates the need for the contact plate.
The contact plate has been removed from the transmission control cover simplifying the linkage in this
unit and eliminating the wiring in the lower harness
which was required for the contact plate.
Functioning
Figure 1 shows the mechanism and wiring of the
complete Electric Hand installation. With the selector
and transmission in neutral as shown, the circuit is
complete to the center terminal of the neutral switch.
Since neither point (P) or (Q) contacts the center
terminal (W), the circuit is broken at this point and the
transmission will remain in neutral.
If the transmission is shifted manually toward high
gear, the power cylinder piston will move forward
moving the rod (D) which will move point (P) further
away from the central contact (W) and allowing point
(Q) to come into contact with the central contact. This
will close the circuit to solenoid 2, which will pull the
valve down admitting vacuum to the rear of the power
cylinder. The piston will move backward until contact
(Q) is moved away from the central contact (W) which
is the neutral position of the transmission.
It will be seen that had the transmission been moved
toward second, contact (P) would have closed the
circuit with the central contact (W) energizing solenoid No. 1 and moving the piston forward to the
neutral position where the circuit would be broken by
contact (P) moving away from the central contact.
PRINTED IN U.S.A.

6151381
6213759
638319
644398
652078
663201
674286

Exceptions 6151401 to 6151779 Inclusive
Exceptions 6213901 to 6213963 Inclusive
Exceptions 638351 to 638470 Inclusive
Exceptions 644439 to 644464 Inclusive
Exceptions 652159 to 652160 Inclusive
Exceptions None
Exceptions None

If high or low gear is selected with the transmission
in neutral, the circuit is direct from the selector contact
(16) to solenoid No. 1. If second or reverse gear is
selected with the transmission in neutral, the circuit is
direct from the selector contact (14) to solenoid No. 2.
If the transmission is in high gear and low is selected, the circuit will be direct from (11) on the selector
to solenoid No. 3 to obtain the cross shift when neutral
is reached.
The circuit from (12) on the selector switch will be
to (2) and (4) on the interlock switch and then to the
central contact (W) of the neutral switch. Since the
transmission is in high gear (piston forward) contact
(Q) will close the circuit from the central contact to
solenoid -No. 2 and the transmission will move to
neutral where the contact with the central contact (W)
will be broken, the cross shift will take place, turning
the interlock switch so that the circuit is from 2 to I to
the selector switch (13) and 16 to solenoid No. 1 and
the shift will be completed to low gear.
Had the transmission been in second gear when low
was selected, the contact (P) would have been closed
with the central contact (W) so that solenoid No. 1
would have been energized bringing the transmission
to neutral when the contact would have opened and the
shift made to low as before.
Mechanical Adjustment
All instructions on pages 8 and 9 of reference sheet
No. 11 apply to the new equipment except the paragraphs on page 9 under the heading of Power Cylinder
Piston Rod Adjustment.
The paragraphs on page 10 under the heading Main
Contact Plate do not apply to the new equipment while
only the first paragraph on the same page under the
heading Transmission Shifting Rail Lock applies.
Power Cylinder Piston Rod Adjustment
To check the adjustment, disconnect the wires of the
lower harness from terminals BL, W and B at the
solenoid valve cover. Attach the lower harness test
lamp with the YB clip to the BL wire, the W clip to the
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W wire and the Y clip to the B wire. (See Figure 1 for wire color code).
Attach ground wire to chassis.
Put the selector in neutral, turn on ignition and depress clutch
(engine not running).
With the manual shift lever shift, move the transmission toward
high gear until the Y lamp of the test set lights. Now move the lever
toward second gear until the YB lamp lights. The movement from
neutral required to light the lamps should be the same.
I
Lengthening the piston rod will cause the YB lamp to light with
less movement while shortening will cause the Y lamp to light with
less movement of the shifting lever.
While adjusting the piston rod length the test lamps can be used and
the adjustment made so that the clevis pin can be inserted with the
transmission in neutral without either the Y or YB lamps lighting.
An alternate method is to run the engine and hold the clutch pedal
down. With all wiring in place and the clevis pin removed from the
rod, the piston will be held in the neautral position. The rod can then
be adjusted so that the clevis pin can be reinserted with the transmission in neutral.
Testing Equipment
The Electric Hand Testing Kit-No. J-813 which is available
through the Hinckley-Myers Co., of Jackson, Michigan, is adaptable
to testing this equipment as well as the previous type.
The lamps and clips of the lower harness test kit are lettered to
correspond to the original Electric Hand equipment, however BL on
the new equipment corresponds to BY on the old as does B to Y while
all other markings remain the same.
Testing the Shifting Mechanism
1. Connect power unit test cable to the terminal on the clutch circuit
breaker to which the red wire is attached. This wire should be hot only
when the clutch is disengaged. Remove the wires from the wire
terminals at the selector valve junction block.
2. With the engine running and the clutch disengaged (rear wheels
of car jacked up)-touch the (BL) post of the junction block on the
shifting unit with test prod. The transmission should shift into high
gear. Touch rear post (B) and the transmission should shift to second
gear.
3. To shift the transmission to neutral touch front post (BK) with
the test prod.
4. Now touch post (W) with the test prod and the cross shift should
be made. Still contacting (W), touch post (BL) with second test prod.
The transmission should shift into low. Touch rear post (B), still
contacting (W), and the shift should be made to reverse.
If the shift is not made when one of the posts is contacted, connect
an accurate ammeter to the hot wire and to the terminal. A current draw
of approximately 2.5 amperes indicates that the solenoid is 0. K. A
higher amperage indicates a short and a low amperage an open circuit.
CAUTION: A dead short circuit in a solenoid will burn out ammeter
if permanent connection is made.
If the current draw is correct, the trouble may be due to the valve
plunger sticking in its upward position, dirt under the valve, a vacuum
leakage in the lines or units or a mechanical drag in the mechanism.
Disconnect the shifting cylinder piston rod from the shifting lever
or the diaphragm cylinder from the cross shift ball crank. If these do
not function after disconnecting the linkage, the entire power unit
should be rebuilt.
Testing Circuits in Lower Harness and Switches
If only partial functioning or complete failure is experienced after
the Master Selector has been plugged in and the shifting mechanism is
proven 0. K., test the complete circuits at the solenoid junction block
with lower harness test lamp set. (This test must be performed with a
Selector Switch known to be 0. K.)
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A. Remove the three wires of wiring harness from junction
block terminals on selector valve marked BL, W and B. Do not
remove the wire from the terminal marked BK.
B. Insert these three wires into clips on lower harness test set, in
correct position according to color. (131, to YB-B to Y -W to W).
C. Attach ground clip to a clean metal ground on car.
D. Turn ignition switch “on”. Turn cut-out switch "on" and hold
clutch fully disengaged.
E. Place selector lever in neutral. Place transmission in neutral
manually. When shift lever is moved a short distance toward
“second,” test lamp (YB) should light. When shift lever is moved
a short distance toward “high,” test lamp (Y) should light.
F. With transmission in neutral, move selector lever to low or
reverse. Test lamp (W) only must light.
G. Transmission remains in neutral. When selector lever is
moved into "second" position, test lamp (Y) should light. When
selector lever is moved into "high" position, the test lamp (YB)
should light.
H. As the transmission is shifted manually from neutral to a
position chosen at the selector the lamps should light as follows
and remain lighted until the clutch pedal is released.
High gear - YB-Second gear - Y-Low and Reverse - W - when
cross shift is completed YB lamp will light for low and Y for
reverse.
1. With the transmission in high or low gear and the selector in
neutral the Y lamp should light. With the transmission in second
or reverse and the selector in neutral the YB lamp should light.
If in the above tests, the correct lamps do not light or additional
lamps light check (1) the neutral switch operation. (2) the interlock
switch position. (3) the lower harness circuits.
To Check Postion of Interlock Switch
1. Place the transmission in low gear and the selector switch in
high gear and depress the clutch. Lamp (Y) should light and
remain lighted until the transmission is shifted (manually) to
neutral. Lamp (YB) should be lighted when cross shift to second
and high side is completed. If lamp (YB) is lighted before the cross
shift is practically completed, the interlock switch is not in proper
position and should be adjusted so that the pointer on its lever is in
line with the mark on the housing when the transmission is in high
gear. If adjustment does not give proper operation, replace the
interlock switch.
CIRCUIT TESTS
Selector Switch and Upper Harness
- Tests made at Jack Prongs Selector
Current
Position
Supply to(1) Neutral
R
High or
Second
(2) Low or
R
Reverse
(3) Low or
G It
High
(4) Second
GR
or Reverse
(5) Neutral
GR

Test lamp should light
when connected toRG

G-W

B
BK

Test No. 1 and 2
No light on test 1 or 2-check "off on" switch, red wire in harness
and contact in selector switch.
No light on one but not both tests I and 2-check wire to which
test lamp is connected and contact in selector to which that wire is
attached.
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If lamp lights when connected to terminals other than those indicatedlook for short in wiring.
If light flickers as selector is moved from one of the positions to
another indicated in test 2, the contact sleeve in the selector is rough or
the contact fingers do not have sufficient tension.
Test No. 3, 4 and 5
No light on tests 3, 4 or 5 check GR wire and its connection in the
selector.
No light on one of tests (3, 4 or 5) check wire being tested and its
connection to selector.
If lamp lights when connected to terminal other than one indicated in
table-look for lost motion between selector shaft and contact rotor or
short in wires.
Lower Harness
When a "Hot" prod is connected to the female jack terminal as
indicated in the left column, the test lamp should light when connected
from the terminal or terminals indicated in the other columns (one
terminal of test lamp must be grounded).
Plug Jack
(Female)
R
BK
G
RG
W
GR
B
BL

Interlock
Switch

Solenoid
Terminal

BY*
G
RG

Clutch
Circuit Breaker
R

BK

Trans. fails to
move into:
Second
High

Faulty Circuit
through: (See Note)
Red Wire
Green Tracer

Transmission fails to Black Wire
follow a fast or “preselective" shift from
a position on one side
of gate to a position
on the other side
(from low to second,
or from high to low,
for example)

Trans. fails to
move out of.

Transmission will follow when Selector
Switch is moved very
slowly

NOTE: Faulty circuit may be caused by either a short or an open circuit.
In most cases, failure will be due to an open circuit, but when a short is
encountered, Master Selector Switch fuse will blow. When this occurs,
lamp adjacent to fuse should burn at full brilliance. (A 6-8 volt, 32 CP,
single contact bulb must be used.) Allow Master Switch to remain in
position which caused fuse to blow (i. e., in a position in which bulb
burns at full brilliance). Then check faulty circuit for a short. When short
is located and eliminated, bulb will burn at approximately half brilliancewhich is normal. After short has been eliminated, insert new 7Y2 ampere
fuse and check operation of control in all positions.
(*) If green wire with red tracer is damaged, transmission will not move
out of neutral position into any other position, but if it is placed in high
position manually, it may be brought to neutral by moving Selector Lever
into "Low." If placed in low position manually, it may be brought to
neutral by placing Selector Lever in "high".

W
GR
B
BL

(**) If green wire is damaged, shift lever will still move back and forth
*The wire is Black (BK) however the terminal on the interlock switch is with Selector Lever as the latter is moved from left to right.
marked BY.
If white wire is damaged, shift lever will remain on the second and high
side, even though Selector Lever is moved back and forth from right to
Failures Resulting From Faulty Circuits
left.
See Wiring diagram. A faulty selector switch may cause any of the
failures listed below. A master selector switch should be used when (***) If black wire is damaged, it is impossible to place transmission in
checking the control. If control operates perfectly with master selector neutral by merely moving Selector Lever to "Neutral." However, if
transmission is in either second or high position, it may be placed in
switch, an investigation of the other units is unnecessary.
neutral by moving Selector Lever to "Neutral" and then as far to the left
as possible. Transmission may be moved into and out of every position,
Trans. fails to
Faulty Circuit
Trans. fails to
except neutral, in the normal manner.
move into:
through: (See Note)
move out of:
Any position
Any position
Red Tracer

Red Wire
Green Wire with
that transmission

Any position
Anyposition-except
may be brought to
neutral by moving
Selector Switch to
opposite side of gate*

Low*
Reverse

White Wire or
Green Wire"

Low
High

Blue Wire
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Brown Wire
Blue Wire

The details of these operations are covered on page 15 of 1936
Reference Sheet No. 11 except as follows:
(1) A rubber grommet is assembled in the power cylinder pilot pin
hole in the mounting bracket before the power unit is mounted.
(2) The lower harness is clipped to the right front and rear and left rear
transmission cover screws only.
(3) Before removing the power cylinder end plate-(operation 104,
page 19-1936 Reference Sheet No. 11) remove the two screws from the
neutral switch cover and withdraw the switch. (See illustration-page 2).
After the end plate has been removed the two screws can be removed
from the neutral switch operating bracket and the mechanism removed.
When reinstalling the mechanism be sure the gasket is in good condition.

Neutral - except
when Selector Switch
is moved to opposite
side of gate***
Black Wire
Second
Low
High

Removal, Installation and Repair

Second
Reverse

Both the inner and outer piston rod seals can be removed and replaced.
When reinstalling the neutral switch in the end plate the operating lever
must lie between the two bakelite arms carrying the movable points of the
neutral switch.

